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Suit filed against BHUSD Roxbury Drive home to be razed
n Complaint stems from decades-old allegations

By aaron Blevins
A former Beverly Hills High
School student is suing the Beverly
Hills Unified School District and a
former baseball and football coach
for sexual abuse that occurred at the
high school during the late 1970s
and early 1980s.
According to the lawsuit, former
teacher and coach Henry “Hank”
Friedman committed “illegal and
deplorable acts of sexual abuse”
against the victim in an equipment
room in the high school’s swim
gym from 1978-1980.
Attorney Stephen Weisskopf,
who is representing the victim, said
the case was filed as a result of
Assembly Bill 218, legislation
signed by Gov. Gavin Newsom in

2019 that extends the statute of limitations for childhood sexual assault
cases.
“She was barred for the last 30plus years from bringing this lawsuit,” Weisskopf said. “That is why
we’re seeing an influx of these
older sexual abuse cases, because
people can finally seek – if you
want to be cliché about it – justice.”
The complaint states that
Friedman convinced the victim, a
junior varsity cheerleader, to participate in a “study” that he claimed
was sanctioned by the government
to study the growth of female
teenagers.
After the victim agreed to participate, Friedman took her to the
equipment room and tape measured
See Lawsuit page 21

Legacy of city co-founder
lives on in West Hollywood
n Advocate Ruth

Williams remembered
as city’s ‘heart and soul’
By rance collins
Ruth Hanna Williams was one
of those rare West Hollywood residents whose impact was so great,
the city lowered its flags to halfstaff in her honor after she passed
away of complications from a
stroke on June 17. Born March
15, 1938, Williams’ 84 years
made an indelible impact on the
city she called home.
“Ruth’s dedication to West
Hollywood was unparalleled. She
always went out of her way to
help and support those most in
need,” former West Hollywood
Councilman John Heilman said.

“She embraced and mentored so
many people in our community.
We’ve lost part of the heart and
soul of our city.”
“Ruth Williams was one of the
city founders who loved West
Hollywood,” former Councilman
John Duran said. “She was a
fierce defender of public safety
and our sheriff’s department. She
was also a warrior for the neglected Eastside of WeHo where she
lived. Ruth helped guide the way
we restored the eastside of town
between La Brea and Fairfax.”
A graduate of Fairfax High
School, Williams worked in the
music and television industry at
Columbia
Records,
RCA
Records, Motown Records and
KTLA. She later was the director
of advocacy at the National
See Williams page 22
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Ruth Williams was honored as a Woman of the Year for the California
28th District by U.S. Rep. Adam Schiff (D-Burbank) in 2014.

n Beverly Hills City

Council votes against
conservation effort
By rance collins
In a 4-1 decision, the Beverly
Hills City Council voted against a
last-ditch effort to save a home
located at 1001 N. Roxbury Drive
on June 21, paving the way for the
beloved house to be demolished.
The structure has been the subject of contention for months in
Beverly Hills, following the property’s purchase by StubHub
founder Eric Baker, who initially
received clearance to bulldoze the
existing house and build a new
home on the large lot on March
15, when the city issued him a certificate of ineligibility, meaning
the city did not find that the home
met requirements for cultural designation.
The decision was met with public outcry, as the 1941 regency
revival house designed by Carlton
L. Burgess is beloved within the
community for its unique architectural style. At the April 12 Beverly
Hills City Council meeting, it was
determined there would be a
review as to the property’s cultural
status, and that Baker might have
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The 1941 regency revival house designed by Carlton L. Burgess,
located at 1001 N. Roxbury Drive may soon be demolished.

had his permission to demolish the
house revoked.
Beverly Hills has a high standard for cultural designation status, which includes features in
major architectural magazines,
among other qualifiers. Baker,
who was not present at the meeting, was represented by Benjamin
Hamlin, of Latham and Watkins.
“The code standards have been
fairly and evenly applied as the
city’s staff determined the certifi-

cate tradition,” Hamlin said. “As
you know, we believe the house
has been deemed ineligible as a
matter of law. However, we’re
here tonight to lay out why we
believe the council should affirm
the certificate. We think the director of the city is an expert, and
every other expert who has looked
at this got it exactly right. The
house is ineligible under the city
standards.”
See Cultural page 30

Olive trees planted at Hollywood park
By edwin folven
Forty new olive trees were planted on June 16 on a hillside at
Barnsdall Art Park in Hollywood,
which includes the Frank Lloyd
Wright-designed Hollyhock House,
Los Angeles’ only UNESCO World
Heritage Site.
The saplings were added to an
existing grove of olive trees on a
hill facing the 4800 block of
Hollywood Boulevard, along a driveway leading up to the hilltop
Hollyhock House. Some mature
trees in the grove date to the 1890s
when large portions of Los Angeles
remained undeveloped and were
used for agriculture.
The trees were planted through a
partnership between the Barnsdall
Art Park Foundation, the Los
Angeles
Parks
Foundation,
Councilman Mitch O’Farrell’s
Office and the Los Angeles departments of Recreation and Parks and
Cultural Affairs. The project is part
of a larger plan to revitalize the historic olive grove and other spaces
around the historic site.
“Barnsdall Art Park is a unique
and priceless gem in the city of Los
Angeles, and this olive grove initiative is yet another reminder as to
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Councilman Mitch O’Farrell, center, joined city representatives for a June
16 tree planting ceremony at Barnsdall Art Park.

why,” said O’Farrell, 13th District.
“Preserving the existing trees and
propagating new, healthy olive
trees into the campus’ landscape is
an essential step in preserving this
historically significant grove that is
an essential contributor to this cultural resource we all cherish,
Barnsdall Art Park, and UNESCO
World Heritage Site Hollyhock
House.”
The nonprofit Barnsdall Art Park

Foundation raised $33,000 for the
planting project, covering the cost
of the trees and maintenance for
two years. The work began in 2021
with improvements to the hillside
irrigation system and pruning of the
463 existing olive trees. The
Barnsdall Art Park Foundation partnered with the Los Angeles Parks
Foundation to plant the trees.
“We launched an initiative called
See Barnsdall page 22
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Some races remain tight
under new vote totals

n Friedman, Nazarian

still lead in Beverly
Hills, Mirisch is third

By edwin folven
New vote tallies released on June
21 revealed no lead changes in the
June 7 Primary Election, but the
margin of votes between some of
the top candidates, particularly in
Beverly Hills, remained razor-thin.
In the race for mayor of Los
Angeles, Congresswoman Karen
Bass widened her lead over developer Rick Caruso to 46,040 votes –
or approximately five percentage
points. The most recent tally shows
Bass with 43.14% of the vote compared to Caruso’s 35.89%.
Councilman Kevin de Leon
remained in third-place with
7.78%. Because neither of the top
two candidates received more the
50% of the vote, they will face each
other in a runoff election on Nov. 8.
In the race for Beverly Hills City
Council, which has three seats
open, the margin between the firstand second-place candidates
decreased significantly. Public
Works Commissioner Sharona
Nazarian is only trailing first-place
candidate, incumbent Councilman
Lester Friedman, by 15 votes. The
new tally shows Friedman with
3,558 votes, or 18.63% of the vote,
compared to Nazarian’s 3,543
votes, or 18.55%. Incumbent
Councilman
John
Mirisch

remained in third-place with 2,616
votes, or 13.70%.
Incumbent Councilman Robert
Wunderlich is only 64 votes behind
Mirisch. Wunderlich received
2,552 votes, or 13.36% of the vote
in the new tally. The three candidates who receive the most votes
when results are final will join the
council.
Beverly Hills Measure TL,
which will establish term limits for
the City Council, still held a strong
lead with 81.54% of the vote.
Howard S. Fisher also held the lead
for City Treasurer, with 62.16% of
the vote compared to 28.49% for
second-place candidate Jake
Manaster, according to the new
totals.
The vote counts in races for local
Los Angeles City Council seats
also changed with the new tallies –
most significantly in the 13th
District, where activist and union
organizer Hugo Soto-Martinez
widened his lead over incumbent
Councilman Mitch O’Farrell. SotoMartinez now has 19,122 votes, or
40.64%, compared to 14,895 votes
for O’Farrell, who received
31.65%. They will likely face each
other in a runoff election, as both
are below the 50% threshold to win
the primary election outright.
In the Los Angeles City
Council’s 5th District, Katy Young
Yaroslavsky remained in first-place
with 27,949 votes, or 48.99%,
compared to 16,918 votes for second-place candidate Sam Yebri,
who garnered 29.65% of the vote.
Unless Yaroslavsky passes the 50%
threshold, she will face Yebri in a
November runoff election.
Faisal M. Gill also remained in
the lead in the race for Los Angeles
city attorney, with 136,977 votes,
or 24.23%. Candidate Hydee
Feldstein Soto moved from thirdplace to second-place in the latest
total with 112,597 votes, or
19.92%. Candidate Marina Torres
remains close in third-place with
112,246 votes, or 19.85%. The top
two candidates will head to a
runoff in November.
The likely outcome of the race
for Los Angeles City Controller
remained unchanged, but the new
vote totals showed Kenneth Mejia
had 43.11% of votes compared to
23.67% received by Paul Koretz,
who will be termed-out this year in
his current position as Los Angeles
City Councilman for the 5th
District. Both will likely head to a
runoff.
State Sen. Bob Hertzberg
remained in the lead over West
Hollywood
Councilwoman
Lindsey Horvath in the race for the
3rd District of the Los Angeles
County Board of Supervisors, and
they are still likely to face each
other in November. The new totals
showed Hertzberg with 31.09% of
the vote, compared to 27.75% for
Horvath.
Incumbent Los Angeles County
Sheriff Alex Villanueva’s lead over
Long Beach Police Department
Chief Robert Luna diminished
slightly since the last vote totals
were released on June 17.
Villanueva now has 30.66% of the
vote compared to 25.86% for Luna.
They will likely face each other in
a runoff election.
In the Los Angeles County
Assessor’s race, incumbent Jeff
Prang has 50.16% of votes compared to challenger Sandy Sun,
See Election page 7

CALENDAR
Garry Marshall
Theatre benefit

Tony and Emmy Award-winner Billy
Porter will join Broadway director
and choreographer Jerry Mitchell for
a one-night only fundraiser to benefit
the nonprofit Garry Marshall Theatre
on Thursday, June 23, at 7 p.m. Titled
“Full Out! An Evening with Tonywinner Jerry Mitchell,” the show
also features Marissa Jaret Winokur,
Jackie Seiden and Sabrina Sloan.
Garry Marshall
Theatre producer Joseph Leo
Bwarie
will
host the event,
which
also
includes
a
reception in the
theater courtyard. Tickets start at $150. 4252 W.
Riverside Drive. garrymarshalltheatre.org/full-out-an-evening-withjerry-mitchell.

‘The Parents’

Actress Kirsten Vangsness will lead
a Bespoke Plays staged reading of
the “The Parents” by Phinneas
Kiyomura on Friday, June 24, and
Saturday, June 25, at 7 p.m. at The
Pico. Loosely inspired by a school
shooting that occurred at the playwright’s high school, “The Parents”
is a four-character drama with cutting comedy that explores the absurdity of America’s gun culture. The
reading also includes June Carryl,
Feodor Chin and John Colella.
Tickets start at $10. 10508 W. Pico
Blvd. thepico.com.

‘Hip Hop &
Mental Health’

The Grammy Museum, the
Recording Academy’s Black Music
Collective and MusiCares are holding a curated panel titled “Hip Hop

& Mental Health: Facing The
Stigma Together” on Saturday, June
25, at 3 p.m. The discussion, which
is being held in observance of Black
Music Month, will be moderated by
Nick Cannon and will include panelists Adrian Miller, of XYION;
Claudette Robinson, of the
Miracles; Michael “Blue” Williams,
from Family Tree Services; and
recording artist Dawn Richard.
Admission is free but reservations
are required. 800 W. Olympic Blvd.
universe.com/events/hip-hop-mental-health-facing-the-stigma-together-tickets-GHKW60.

Israeli film

American Jewish University presents a screening of the Israeli film
“Greener Pastures” on Sunday, June
26, at 7 p.m. in the Sperber
Community Library. When a retired
senior is forced into a nursing facility, he must find a way back to his
beloved family home. After love,
cannabis and crime come into play,
will he be willing to risk it all? The
movie will be shown in Hebrew
with English subtitles. 15600
Mulholland Drive. aju.edu.

Los Angeles
Filmforum

Los Angeles Filmforum is holding
“Actual/Virtual Realities: Harun
Farocki’s Parallel & Related Visions”
on Sunday, June 26 at 7:30 p.m. at
2220 Arts + Archives. In his groundbreaking four-part work “Parallel,”
Farocki explores the realm of video
game design, particularly in its conception and creation of virtual
worlds. With his probing, philosophical perspective, Farocki reveals and
ponders the many ways in which
designed environments connect to or
depart from an individual and collective understanding of the world.
Tickets are $12 for general admission, $8 for students and seniors.

2220
W.
Beverly
link.dice.fm/Bfaec2014759.

Blvd.

Textiles talk

Join the Fowler Museum for
“Publisher Textiles with Merrepen
Arts Centre,” a virtual discussion on
Tuesday, June 28, from 5-6 p.m.
Stephanie Isaac-Newton, co-owner of
Publisher Textiles, Australia’s largest
manufacturer of hand-printed textiles, will join artists Kieren Karritpul
and Cathy Laudenbach, of Merrepen
Art Centre, to share their experiences
working together. Admission is free
but reservations are required.
eventbrite.com/e/fowler-talks-publisher-textiles-with-merrepen-artscentre-tickets-320312231507.

WeHo Chamber

The West Hollywood Chamber of
Commerce is holding a “Mix &
Mingle” event on Wednesday, June
29, from 6-8 p.m. at Sur Restaurant
and Lounge. Admission is free for
members; $20 for nonmembers.
606 N Robertson Blvd. wehochamber.com/mix-n-mingles.

Speak Japanese

Learn to speak Japanese with Japan
Foundation Los Angeles during a
virtual program
on Thursday,
June 30, from 78:30
p.m.
Participants will
learn to speak
the
Kansai
dialect, which is
spoken in the
central and western area of Japan,
incuding Osaka and surrounding
prefectures. Kazumi Matsui will
lead the course. Admission is free
but reservations are required.
events.r20.constantcontact.com/register/eventReg?oeidk=a07ej7u5soe
5491a7d8&oseq=&c=&ch=.

PROPERTY FROM COLLECTIONS OF DINO & MARTHA DELAURENTIIS
AND MITZI GAYNOR UP FOR AUCTION ON JUNE 29

On Wednesday, June 29th, Andrew Jones Auctions will present, via an
Online-Only Auction, property from two different collections of Hollywood
legends: Dino & Martha DeLaurentiis and Mitzi Gaynor. Online bidding
will be facilitated by AndrewJonesAuctions.com, Invaluable.com and LiveAuctioneers.com. Absentee bids will be accepted - physically distanced live previews will be held by appointment at the Andrew Jones
Auctions gallery: 2221 South Main Street in Downtown Los Angeles.
For an appointment, call (213) 748-8008 or email: info@andrewjonesauctions.com.
On June 29 starting at 10 AM, Andrew Jones Auctions will be offering property from the collection of film producer Dino
De Laurentiis and his wife Martha featuring items which are European in style but peppered with Americana. These
pieces range from a pair of Italian Baroque paint decorated wall lights from the first half of the 18th Century (est. $2,000$3,000); to an impressive English mahogany extension dining table (est. $2,000-$4,000); to a pair of Italian fruitwood
reliefs of seated lions from the second half of the 18th Century (est. $1,000-$2,000.) Also offered from the DeLaurentiis
collection will be a number of works by Italian artists Corrado Cagli and Mirko Basaldella, with whom Dino worked to
create scene designs for his films
Then, at 1 PM on June 29, the private collection of the Emmy Award-winning and Golden Globe Award-nominated actress,
comedienne and musical performer Mitzi Gaynor will come up for bid. This collection features fine art, antiques, books,
silver, porcelain and glass, decorative arts and Louis Vuitton luggage. Highlights from the collection will include an 18th
Century portrait of an aristocratic lady attributed to Jean Marc Nattier (est. $8,000-$12,000); a charming English portrait
of Master Robin Vanecke painted in the manner of John Hoppner (est. $8,000-$12,000); and an early American coin
silver three-piece coffee service by R & W Wilson of Philadelphia, made circa 1825 (est. $800-$1,200). Other items
include Gaynor’s Bosendorfer ebonized 7-foot baby grand piano (est. $6,000-$8,000) and a Tiffany Studios patinated
bronze scarab inkwell from the early 20th Century (est. $3,000-$5,000.)

Visit www.andrewjonesauctions.com
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Beverly Hills selects new city manager
n Nancy Hunt-Coffey

to replace George
Chavez on Jan. 1
By aaron Blevins
The Beverly Hills City Council
on June 21 selected assistant city
manager Nancy Hunt-Coffey to fill
the vacancy created by the retirement of city manager George
Chavez, making her the first
woman to fill the position in the
city’s history.
City officials announced on June
15 that Chavez would be retiring at
the end of the year after 35 years of
service to Beverly Hills. HuntCoffey’s three-year term will begin
Jan. 1, 2023, and she will receive a
base salary of $366,021 with benefits.
Councilman Robert Wunderlich
said he is confident in HuntCoffey’s abilities, and that she is a
“fine selection.” He also said the
terms of her contract were “very
reasonable.”
“She can be a very effective manager,” Wunderlich said. “She can
make tough decisions when she has
to, but she’s also an empathetic person, and she represents the city
well. Putting this in place now
allows there to be an orderly transition.”
According to a press release, the
city of Beverly Hills hired HuntCoffey in 2008 as its assistant director of community services, and she
was promoted to director in 2016.
In that capacity, she oversaw several city divisions – recreation and
parks, library, human services and
administrative support. HuntCoffey became assistant city manager in 2019.
Prior to working in Beverly Hills,
she worked for the city of Glendale
and served in several roles, including director of the Glendale Library.
Hunt-Coffey helped implement
Glendale’s Information Technology
Department’s eGovernment program.
She is a graduate of Occidental
College and received her master’s
degree in information studies from
the University of California, Los
Angeles.
Councilman Lester Friedman
also supported the appointment and
said the city is fortunate that it will
have six months for Chavez and
Hunt-Coffey to work together to
ensure a smooth transition.
“Nancy, I think, is a really great
asset,” he added.
Councilman John Mirisch said he
supported the appointment, but he
voted against it because of “specific
issues” with her contract.
“I think she definitely deserves a
shot,” Mirisch said.
Following the meeting, he elaborated on why he voted against the
appointment.
“I feel the process was unnecessarily rushed, with no public input,
and I feel it would have been appropriate to have let the new council
make the decision about the new
city manager and the terms of her
contract,” he said.
Vice Mayor Julian Gold said that,
generally speaking, it’s a “little bit
of a marathon when you hand off
the baton,” but in the case of
Chavez and Hunt-Coffey, the transition should be seamless.
“I think it will be a real asset to
the community going forward,” he
said.
Mayor Lili Bosse praised
Chavez, saying that he was
“beloved and deservedly so.” She
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Nancy Hunt-Coffey

said he helped the city worked
through a “very challenging time,”
and that Chavez and Hunt-Coffey
have been a “dream team” while
working together.
“I think these next six months
will be wonderful,” Bosse added,
telling Chavez, “I think you’re
leaving us with a bright future and
… the best is yet to come.”

Chavez said Hunt-Coffey is prepared to fill the position.
“When I selected her as my assistant city manager in 2019, I was
confident this day would come,”
Chavez said. “She has been a
tremendous partner, colleague and
friend. I wish her the very best as
our new city manager and will miss
working with her every day.”
Hunt-Coffey expressed gratitude
for the appointment.
“It’s difficult to put into words
what an incredible moment this is
for me and my family,” she said. “I
have worked in public service for
over 30 years, and the employees of
this city inspire me each and every
day with their dedication and commitment to providing world-class
service. I am thankful to the mayor
and city council for the trust they
have placed in me, and it will be the
honor of my lifetime to serve as city
manager.”
Hunt-Coffey will be responsible
for oversight of the city’s nine
departments and working with city
staff to implement the goals of the
City Council and community,
according to the press release.

MÍRAME hosts Business with Bosse

photo courtesy of the city of Beverly Hills

Beverly Hills Mayor Lili Bosse on June 16 hosted a Business with
Bosse event at MÍRAME, a contemporary Mexican restaurant at 419
N. Canon Drive. She was joined by co-founders Joshua Gil, right, and
Matthew Egan. Business with Bosse spotlights Beverly Hills’ local
businesses and brings the community together.
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Suspect sought for double Man shot after allegedly firing at officers
Police arrest suspect
murder in Hollywood
near Beverly Boulevard
n

was dating one of
the victims

By edwin folven
Los Angeles Police Department
investigators identified a suspect
wanted for a double murder in
Hollywood on June 16 as Marvin
Francell Williams, 32.
Williams is wanted for allegedly murdering Nadia Campbell, 35,
and Ajani Patridge, 40, in the 6100
block of Carlos Avenue.
Detectives said Williams and
Campbell had been in a dating
relationship and the crime appears
to have been domestic violence.
Police received multiple calls
around 11:15 p.m. on June 16
about shots fired on Carlos
Avenue near Gower Street.
Officers found the two victims,
who were pronounced dead at the
scene.
Detectives said Campbell was a
Hollywood resident who lived in
the area where the shooting
occurred. Officers located two
children belonging to Campbell in
a parked vehicle near the homicide scene. Det. Sean Kinchla,
with the LAPD’s West Bureau

Homicide Unit, declined to
provide specific details about
the relationship between
the
suspect
and victims,
and
the
motive, citing Marvin Francell
Williams
the ongoing
investigation.
“We are moving slowly on this
one. We are being very strategic
with the information,” Kinchla
said. “Our fugitive [apprehension
team is] actively working to find
him.”
Williams, a Compton resident,
is described as Black, 5 feet 11
inches tall and approximately 160
pounds. He has multiple tattoos on
his neck.
Police said Williams was last
seen heading north on Vista Del
Mar Avenue, which runs between
Carlos and Yucca avenues just
south of the Hollywood (101)
Freeway. Anyone with information about the homicides is urged
to call the LAPD’s West Bureau
Homicide Unit at (213)382-9470.
During weekends and off-hours,
call the LAPD’s 24-hour hotline at
(877)LAPD247.

Firefighters snuff out blaze before
it spreads in Hollywood Hills

Firefighters extinguished a brush
fire that erupted in rugged terrain in
the Hollywood Hills on June 20,
containing it to one acre.
The fire was reported at approximately 9:45 p.m. on a hillside with
medium to heavy brush along the
eastern side of Barham Boulevard,
north of the Hollywood (101)
Freeway in the Cahuenga Pass.
Approximately 100 firefighters and
a helicopter were deployed to the

area as the fire spread east toward
Coyote Canyon in Griffith Park.
Assisted by helicopter water drops,
firefighters contained the blaze in
75 minutes, LAFD spokesman
Brian Humphrey said.
Ground crews worked throughout the night on June 20 to prevent
flare-ups. No injuries were reported
and no structures were damaged.
The cause the fire remains under
investigation.

City Council looks at ways to
increase hate crime reporting

The Los Angeles City Council
approved a series of recommendations on June 17 to expand and
improve hate incident reporting. The
council plans to enable more reporting of incidents through the phone
number 311, streamline data coming
from different reporting pathways
and implement solutions that overcome barriers to hate crime reporting.
The recommendations, outlined in
a report by city departments, were
provided in response to a November
2021 motion by Councilwoman
Nithya Raman, 4th District, seeking
to improve the city’s framework for
hate incident and hate crime reporting, and data collection.
“The steep rise in hate crimes in
L.A. demands informed policy decisions and broad mitigation strategies. But it is hard to move forward
without more reporting and better
data that allows us to understand
trends on hate crimes,” Raman said.
“Implementing the recommendations in this report will help us take
those next steps in our city and help
us craft culturally informed responses, including expanding investments
in hate crime responses that go

beyond law enforcement alone.”
The joint report from Civil +
Human Rights and Equity
Department,
Information
Technology Agency and the Los
Angeles Police Department provides an overview of current city
processes for reporting hate and data
collection methods, and identifies
existing barriers to reporting. The
report also provides recommendations for council action to address
barriers. They include directing the
city administrative officer to identify
funding and resources to build
capacity for 311 staff, providing
them trauma-informed training so
they can better field hate report calls.
“Hate can have no home in Los
Angeles. I am so grateful to leaders
like Councilmember Raman for
working to protect our most vulnerable, and to make Los Angeles a
national leader in hate prevention,”
L.A. Civil Rights Department executive director Capri Maddox said.
“[This] vote will allow us to better
track and respond to hate crimes, as
well as develop models for hate
intervention and prevention. It is just
one way we are building an L.A. for
all.”

and Detroit Street
By edwin folven

Los Angeles Police Department
officers shot and wounded a male
suspect on June 17 who they said
fired a gun at them near Beverly
Boulevard and La Brea Avenue.
The suspect, who was not identified, was treated at a hospital and
arrested for assault with a deadly
weapon on a peace officer. Formal
charges are pending.
Sgt. Frank Preciado said officers
from the LAPD’s Hollywood
Division received calls around 9:30
a.m. about a male suspect in his 30s
with a gun threatening construction
workers near the intersection.
Officers arrived and located the
alleged suspect, who fled on foot.
“They attempted to contact him
and he turned around and fired at
officers, and an officer-involved
shooting occurred,” Preciado
added. “He ran westbound on
Beverly and officers temporarily
lost sight of him. They detained
him at Beverly and Detroit. The

photo by Edwin Folven

Police received a call about a man with a gun threatening people near
Beverly Boulevard and La Brea Avenue.

suspect was struck by gunfire and
had non life-threatening injuries. A
firearm was recovered at the
scene.”
No officers or civilians were
injured. Preciado did not know the
motive for the crime.
“He was pointing a gun at construction workers,” Preciado added.
“It’s unknown whether the suspect
had a dispute or if he was mentally

ill. It’s under investigation.”
The case is being investigated by
the LAPD’s Force Investigation
Division, which is standard protocol for all officer-involved shootings. Beverly Boulevard remained
closed for hours on June 17
between Sycamore Avenue and
Detroit Street, and La Brea Avenue
was closed from Rosewood Avenue
to First Street.

L.A. expands protections for hotel workers

The Los Angeles City Council
voted 10-3 on June 21 to require
hotels to provide panic buttons and
implement other security measures
to protect hotel workers from sexual
assault and threatening conduct.
The motion, authored by
Councilman Kevin de León, 14th
District, will also expand minimum
wage laws for hotel workers and
mandate daily room cleaning, which
many hotels eliminated during the

pandemic, the councilman said.
“Our city hosts tens of millions of
tourists and convention visitors
annually, and hotel workers are most
often the first faces tourists see. They
are the backbone of our local economy,” de León said. “These workers
deserve the basic rights to workplace
safety and wage protections that this
plan provides.”
Last month, hospitality workers
submitted more than 100,000 signed

petitions to qualify an initiative on
protections for hotel workers on the
November 2022 ballot. The initiative includes the same protections
already enacted in the cities of West
Hollywood, Long Beach, Santa
Monica and Glendale. Approval of
the plan in Los Angeles eliminates
the need for a November ballot initiative. The motion requires a procedural second vote, which is expected
to take place next week.

Next stop: more subway.

Section 2 – Beverly Hills Update

construction update
Construction activities to build the Wilshire/Rodeo Station
continue primarily underground at Wilshire Bl and
Rodeo Bl. Material deliveries will continue during day
and evening hours.

traffic alert
From 9am –4pm, Wilshire Bl may be reduced to two lanes
in each direction between El Camino Dr and Crescent Dr.

21-2532ps ©2022 lacmta

n Police said gunman
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Crenshaw extension meetings held
n Community mulls

three proposals to bring
rail service to WeHo
By rance collins
Metro updated the community on
the environmental impact report
that is underway for the Northern
Extension of the Crenshaw/LAX
transit line, a project that will ultimately bring rail service to the city
of West Hollywood. The two meetings took place on June 16 and June
23. Each was about an hour long
and contained the same content
from Metro. Participants, which
totaled roughly 100 people for each
Zoom-based presentation, were
encouraged to submit questions,
which were answered by the project
managers.
The specifics of where and how
the line will run through West
Hollywood have yet to be finalized.
Three different proposals have been
made for the potential line. One
would run up La Brea Avenue,
another up Fairfax Avenue and
another would run on both Fairfax
and San Vicente avenues. The city
of West Hollywood has supported
the latter option, which would provide easy access to the popular
nightlife spots along Santa Monica
and
Sunset
boulevards.
Additionally, the Fairfax-San
Vicente route would provide access
to Cedars-Sinai Medical Center.
Regardless of which route is chosen, the plan is to connect the new
transit line to the Metro Red Line at
Hollywood
Boulevard
and
Highland Avenue. Each version of

the Crenshaw expansion, according
to the city of West Hollywood,
would create the highest light rail
ridership of any current project in
the U.S.
Project manager Roger Martin
and deputy project manager Alex
Moosavi presented information
from the scoping period for the project, which has taken place since
2019.
“As we continue our station planning process, we’re looking to get
input from the community who
know their neighborhoods best,”
Moosavi said. “And to do this,
we’ve created this station planning
story map.”
The map is available for the public to view at metro.net/crenshawnorth, as is all of the other
information presented in the meetings. The story map takes viewers
through a virtual mockup of where
stations would be located along the
potential routes.
Moosavi presented graph information that showcased the potential travel times between the Expo
station and the Hollywood and
Highland station. The La Brea
option is the fastest alternative,
with only a 13-minute trip between
the two locations. With the additional stops necessary for the
Fairfax-San Vicente alternative,
the time would extend to 20 minutes.
Even after a route is chosen,
however, it will still take decades
to complete the construction, with
the current anticipated date
between 2047-2049. One obstacle
to completion is funding, and
Martin said that funding is always

a hurdle with Metro projects. He
suggested, based on a question
from a community member, that in
some cases, and potentially with
the Crenshaw/LAX line extension,
a project might be completed in
phases.
“There’s not a whole lot of
money out there, but we’re certainly working on that,” Smith
said. “Our pillar projects are moving forward, and we’re very excited to have those projects moving
forward, but we’re also excited to
coordinate with the opportunities
with [the city of] West Hollywood,
[the] city of L.A., [to] look at
potential funding sources. But one
thing we want to do is we also
want to get this project to what we
call ‘shovel ready.’ So, let’s get it
ready, should those additional dollars come down the pipe, we have
a project to put out there to build.”
The public expressed some concerns and opinions in regards to
which option should ultimately be
chosen. Questions highlighted,
among other topics, public safety
in regards to areas where new stations would be built. Ginny
Brideau, the community relations
manager for the project, assured
residents that public safety was
being taken into account.
“Metro has always and will continue working with the community
and our government partners to
address ... customer issues like
this,” Brideau said. “We continue
to hear, but also at the same time,
we have been ruling out programs
on a regular basis … adding a
sense of security to the stations
and the station areas.”

Beverly Hills honors fallen officers

photo courtesy of the city of Beverly Hills

Beverly Hills City Hall was lit blue from June 16-20 to honor El Monte
Police corporal Michael Paredes and officer Joseph Santana, who
were fatally shot in a motel shoot-out on June 14.
According to media reports, Paredes and Santana were fatally
wounded while responding to a stabbing at the Siesta Inn in El Monte
after being ambushed by a suspect, Justin Flores, who was pronounced dead of a self-inflicted gunshot wound at the scene.
Media reports stated that a memorial service for the two officers will
be held on June 30. Although the service will not be open to the public, it will be live-streamed.

One commenter also asked if
there would “100% be a Metro
coming to West Hollywood.”
“Once a preferred alternative is
selected, project funding will be
needed to be in place before 100%
confirmation
is
possible.
Continued local support will make
this more likely to come to
fruition,” Brideau said.
When the EIR has been com-

pleted, the Metro Board will make
the final decision on which route
will be chosen. The EIR is anticipated to be drafted by 2023, and the
final EIR will be completed in
2025. No decision was made in
conjunction with the meetings. For
information on the city of West
Hollywood’s involvement in the
LAX/Crenshaw
line,
visit
weho.org/metro.
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New Asner dog at Pink’s supports charity
n Proceeds will

benefit children
at family center
By edwin folven
Actor Ed Asner was beloved by
fans for his memorable roles on
“The Mary Tyler Moore Show,”
“Lou Grant,” ”Roots” and “Rich

Man, Poor Man,” earning him
seven Emmy Awards during a long
and distinguished career.
Many people may not know that
Asner, who died at age 91 on Aug.
29, 2021, loved hot dogs and was a
frequent customer at Pink’s, his
son Matt Asner said. On June 20,
Pink’s Hot Dogs debuted the new
Ed Asner Kansas City Pastrami
Chili Dog, with a portion of sales

BH animal hospital recognized

photo courtesy of the city of Beverly Hills

The June 21 Beverly Hills City Council 60-Second Shout Out recognition was given to Dr. John Winters of the Beverly Hills Small Animal
Hospital.
Pictured from left are Councilman Lester Friedman, Vice Mayor
Julian Gold, Mayor Lili Bosse, Dr. John Winters, Councilman John
Mirisch and Councilman Robert Wunderlich.

being donated to the Ed Asner
Family Center, which supports
families with special needs children. The hot dog is $7.35 and is
made with a 9-inch all-beef stretch
dog topped with chili, pastrami,
Swiss cheese and a swizzle of mustard – just the way Asner liked it,
his son said.
“My dad's favorite thing in the
world was hot dogs,” Matt Asner
added. “He loved hot dogs, and for
this to happen as a tribute to him
and the work we do at the center, I
think is spectacular. We’re really
excited to be a part of it.”
Richard Pink, who operates the
stand near La Brea and Melrose
avenues with his wife Gloria and
sister Beverly Pink-Wolfe, said the
idea for the new hot dog stemmed
from the Pink family’s charitable
work. Pink’s catered an Ed Asner
Family Center benefit on June 18,
and Pink decided to further give
back and pay tribute to the actor by
permanently adding a hot dog in
his name to the menu.
“My heart just skipped a beat
hearing about how important and
how critical this type of charity is
to helping children with special
needs,” Pink said. “We not only
catered for a big fundraiser that
Matt put together, but also now
introduced the Ed Asner Kansas
City Pastrami Chili Dog that will
be on our menu. We’re going to
donate 15% of the gross proceeds
to the Ed Asner Family Center.”
The Ed Asner Family Center,
which is located in Reseda, was
founded four years ago by Matt
Asner and his wife Navah. The
organization supports children with

photo by Edwin Folven

Richard Pink, right, owner of Pink’s Hot Dogs, joined Ed Asner’s son
Matt for the unveiling of a new hot dog named in tribute of the venerable
actor.

special needs through classes and
programs that enrich their lives and
build confidence and self-respect.
For information, visit edasnerfamilycenter.org.
Pink said the new Ed Asner
Kansas City Pastrami Chili Dog
continues the stand’s long tradition
of paying tribute to celebrity customers by naming hot dogs after
them. The dining room also features numerous autographed photographs of celebrities who have
dined at Pink’s.
“When you’d get Ed Asner in
line here, everybody lined up to get

his autograph,” Pink added. “He
was an icon for his work in television and movies.”
Matt Asner said his father, who
was originally from Kansas City,
would have loved the new hot dog.
It being unveiled on the day after
Father’s Day was also special, he
said.
“Every chance he had he’d be
here (at Pink’s). I remember being
here with him, it was a while back,
but I remember being with him and
we sat on the back patio,” Asner
added. “And what better hot dog is
there than Pink’s? Seriously.”
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Beverly Hills bike lane project approved
n Officials hope to

make streets safer
for cyclists

By AAron Blevins
The city of Beverly Hills is continuing its efforts to make the city
more bicycle-friendly, as evidenced by the City Council’s June
21 approval of bike lanes and
shared lane bicycle markings – or
“sharrows” – on Doheny Drive,
from Burton Way to Whitworth
Drive.
The bike lanes are part of the
city’s Complete Streets Plan,
which described the Doheny Drive
project as “high priority,” according to a staff report. The installa-

tion of the on-street, striped bike
lanes is expected to occur later this
year.
According to a staff report, the
project is not expected to impact
parking or traffic lanes, but it
would connect with bikeways
recently installed on Clifton Way,
Charleville Boulevard and Gregory
Way, and other bike lanes on
Burton Way.
“First, this is not about people
not being able to use their cars,”
Councilman Robert Wunderlich
said. “Nobody is saying that cars
can’t go on Doheny [or that] cars
can’t park on Doheny, or for that
matter, the rest of the city. This has
never been about [saying] people
cannot use cars. What this is about
is providing an opportunity for

people who choose not to use a car
to actually make it safe for them to
do so.”
He said city officials regularly
discuss maintaining a “village
atmosphere” in Beverly Hills and
attracting younger families, and
that neither of those goals are
accomplished by city streets being
“race courses.” Wunderlich said
residents want quiet streets that are
walkable and safe for bicyclists.
“Of course, [this project] is not
going to cure that,” he added. “Is it
helpful? Yes. Obviously, most people are not going to choose the
bicycle instead of being in their
cars. But, for everybody who does,
that takes a car off the street by
choice. It reduces congestion. It
reduces the need for parking.”

Election vote tallies fluctuate as count is finalized

From page 2

who received 22.50% of the vote.
If Prang finishes with more than
50% of the vote, he will win the
election outright.
Candidates representing the
local area in federal races
received more than 50% of the
vote and will face the candidate
with the second highest number
of votes in the November election. As of June 21, U.S. Rep.
Adam Schiff (D-Burbank) garnered 62.48% of the vote in the
30th Congressional District, and
will face challenger G “Maebe A.
Girl” Pudlo, who garnered

12.85%. U.S. Rep. Ted Lieu (DLos Angeles) received 67.11% of
the vote in the 36th Congressional
District, and will face Republican
Joe E. Collins III, who received
13.39% of votes. California Sen.
Ben Allen (D-Santa Monica) ran
unopposed in the 24th District
and received 164,901 votes in the
tally released on June 21. Rick
Chavez Zbur received 61.67% of
the vote in California’s 51st
Assembly District, and will now
face second-place candidate
Louis Abramson, who received
38.33%, in the race to succeed

Assemblyman Richard Bloom
(D-Santa Monica).
The Los Angeles County
Registrar-Recorder/County
Clerk’s Office revised the overall
vote count on June 21 to 28.36%
of registered voters casting ballots in the primary election election. Approximately 13,790 ballots must still be counted. The
next and potentially final update
on vote totals is expected on June
24.
For vote totals in all of the
races in the June 7 Primary
Election, visit lavote.gov.
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Beverly Hills plans to add more bike lanes to its existing network,
increasing mobility options throughout the city.

Wunderlich added that the bike
lanes will also reduce speeding and
assist in combatting climate
change, while improving residents’ physical and mental health.
Councilman Lester Friedman
said he supports the project,
although he voiced concern about
bicyclists ignoring stop lights and
stop signs. He suggested installing
more signage in problematic areas.
“But, I do think that the time has
come for us to [install] a good
north/south route,” Friedman
added.
Councilman John Mirisch said
the bike lanes will benefit
motorists as well, as state law
allows bicyclists to occupy an
entire lane if they choose to do so.
“We’re not losing any parking,”
he said. “We’re not losing any
travel lanes. To me, this is a nobrainer.”

Vice Mayor Julian Gold said the
last time the council reviewed the
project in March, concerns were
raised about the amount of community engagement the city had done
to inform residents about the proposal and bicycle safety.
According to the staff report, city
staff has conducted a “robust” educational campaign, including social
media posts, presentations and
demonstrations, since that meeting.
“You certainly accomplished
that goal, as far as I’m concerned,”
Gold said.
Mayor Lili Bosse also supported
the project and said the city has
done a “tremendous” amount of
outreach to inform residents of
traffic laws as they pertain to bicycles.
“I can’t even remember us doing
this level of [outreach], and I’m
happy we did,” she added.
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‘Pretty Woman’ isn’t great, but it’s good

By Rance collins

Olivia Valli’s
grandfather
Frankie Valli was in attendance at
the June 17 Dolby Theater premiere of “Pretty Woman: The
Musical.” Olivia Valli is playing
the titular character, also known as
Vivian, who is both the subject of
the classic Roy Orbison tune and
the focus of the Cinderella story
about a sex worker who falls for a
wealthy businessman at the
Beverly Wilshire Hotel. Right off
the bat, I want to say that vocal talent runs strong in the Valli family.
Olivia is a star and more than holds
her own against her leading man,
the veteran “Rent” alumnus and
Tony-nominated Adam Pascal.
Chock-full of Los Angeles
locales, the musical is adapted
from the Garry Marshall-directed
flick, which was a huge hit upon its
release in 1990. A star-maker for
Julia Roberts, and a resurgence for
her co-star Richard Gere, the
movie was one of the rare romantic
comedies to garner attention come
awards season, including an Oscar
nomination for Roberts. In spite of
this, the film holds a lukewarm
65% on Rotten Tomatoes, with
most criticism levied at its simplistic take on gender politics.
The story, after all, is about a
handsome rich guy who saves an
undereducated girl from a life on
the streets. There’s a capitalistic
streak in “Pretty Woman,” with
plenty of the story’s focus going
toward how the right clothes, jewelry and refineries trasnform
Roberts into the proper catch for
Gere.
The musical adaptation came to
Broadway in 2018, a labor of many
years for all involved, including
original director Marshall, who
died in 2016 but still receives credit
for the musical’s book. That book,
by the way, is incredibly faithful to
the movie. Fans of the film, and
there are legions, will get a “wink,
wink, nudge, nudge” moment in
nearly every scene, as callbacks to
iconic pop culture moments range
from a recreation of the famouslyimprovised gift-box slam (if you
know, you know) and lines like
“Big mistake. Big. Huge,” repeated
verbatim.
It’s not original. It doesn’t reinvent the wheel, nor does it have
anything new to say about the
material. It doesn’t expand upon

the darker story elements (like the
drug-infused partying of Vivian’s
roommate, who’s played by the
scene-stealing Jessica Crouch). It
kind of just … plays the hits.
Except, of course, for the actual
hits.
The “Pretty Woman” film, after
all, is also well-known for its
soundtrack, certified three-times
Platinum, and brimming with tunes
from David Bowie, Natalie Cole
and Red Hot Chili Peppers. When
the Broadway show premiered in
2018, the Orbison title track wasn’t
even included in the score, though
now, in addition to its guitar riff
occasionally being sampled in
other songs, it appears as an encore
singalong.
The songs, which are rockinfused, do their job. It’s a pleasant
score. It’s a pleasant time at the theater, actually. It’s really hard to find
anything objectionable to say about
it at all. The acting is great. The
production is solid. Thanks to that
“Oh, Pretty Woman” encore at the
end, you’ll be tapping your toes
down the aisle as you exit.
But it’s also easy to see why the
Tony nominations didn’t come
upon its premiere a few years ago.
It’s another movie-made-musical.
It’s fun. As a film fan, I enjoy the
diversion. It makes me think “what
if?” about other romantic romps
from the period. “When Harry Met
Sally” would be a fun adaptation
… I think. Has it been done? Will I
regret asking for it? Can they use
“It Had to Be You?” Would Harry
Connick Jr. star?
As for the previously-mentioned,
uniformly-stellar cast, the most
inventive element of the stage version is taking the hotel manager
character from the film and making
him into a multi-character narrator
for the show. Kyle Taylor Parker is
brilliant and holds the entire show
together. He has chemistry with
everything and everyone, and I
could watch an entire show about
any of the multiple “Welcome to
Hollywood” people he plays. He’s
the audience’s insight to the tale,
and his presentation is what makes
it all work in the end. The rest of
the performers get their star
moments with big notes and
applause and sell them.
It’s a crowd-pleaser that is ...
dare I say ... good enough. And
there’s nothing wrong with being
good, not great.

Notable Quotes:
“Thunder is good, thunder is impressive, but it is the lightning that
does the work.”
Mark Twain
[Samuel Clemens]
1835-1910
Letter to an unidentified person
August 28, 1908

A rare thunderstorm awoke many Angelenos Wednesday morning
with bright flashes and loud crashes.
*source: Bartlett’s Familiar Quotations

Frankie Valli likely walked away
from “Pretty Woman” with a smile
on his face. While not the unqualified triumph of “Jersey Boys,”
which used his music and his story,
it is certainly the first of many
times to come that we’ll hear about
his incredibly talented granddaughter.
“Pretty Woman” runs through
July 3 at the Dolby Theatre, which
is located at 6801 Hollywood Blvd.
Tickets start at $39 and can be purchased at the theatre box office, by
calling (800)982-2787 or visiting
broadwayinhollywood.com or ticketmaster.com.

photo by Matthew Murphy for MurphyMade

Kelsee Sweigard, Olivia Valli and Becca Suskaue appear in “Pretty
Woman: The Musical,” which runs through July 3 at the Dolby Theatre.
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Crews keep momentum on subway project

The Los Angeles County
Metropolitan
Transportation
Authority expects to complete
decking removal and street surface
restoration work from June 24-27
on Wilshire Boulevard between
Highland and La Brea avenues,
and will begin installing permanent
curbs and gutters on June 27.
Wilshire Boulevard will be closed
from 9 p.m. on Friday to 6 a.m. on
Monday for the final weekend of
street restoration work.
Crews will then create a work
zone on the north side of Wilshire
Boulevard between Mansfield and
La Brea avenues that will be in
place for approximately four
months. Left turns from Wilshire
Boulevard to Orange Drive and
Sycamore Avenue will be restricted
while the curb and gutter work is
completed. Wilshire Boulevard
will also be reduced to two lanes in
each direction between Orange

Drive and Detroit Street from 7
a.m.-10 p.m. for construction of the
subway station entrance at
Wilshire/La Brea.
Farther west, crews are working
underground on appendage structures
adjacent
to
the
Wilshire/Fairfax station. A K-rail
work zone at the southwest corner
of Wilshire Boulevard and Fairfax
Avenue will be in place at least
through
August.
Wilshire
Boulevard will be reduced to two
lanes in each direction between
San Diego Way and Spaulding
Avenue.
On June 25, Wilshire Boulevard
will be reduced to two lanes in each
direction at La Jolla Avenue for a
K-rail enclosure that will be
installed on the west side of the
intersection. The work area supports construction of a cross passage between the two subway tunnels under Wilshire Boulevard.

Letters to the Editor
Kudos for supporting
Cedars-Sinai’s
Women’s Guild
Re “Cedars-Sinai’s Women’s
Guild honors supporters at gala,”
June 9 issue
Thank you so much for the
beautiful piece [on CedarsSinai’s Women’s Guild’s Spring

Luncheon on June 6].
The Women’s Guild was
thrilled and the president, Shelley
Cooper, called to tell me how
excited she was that she saw it in
the paper. Thank you always for
supporting us.
Monica Jaramillo
Monica Jaramillo P.R.
On behalf of Women’s Guild
Cedars-Sinai

The lane configuration is anticipated to be in place for two years.
Eastbound left turns from Wilshire
Boulevard to northbound La Jolla
Avenue will be restricted.
At Wilshire/La Cienega, work is
occurring in construction staging
yards. Wilshire Boulevard may be
intermittently reduced to one or two
lanes in each direction on weekdays
between San Vicente and La
Cienega boulevards. Left turns
from Wilshire Boulevard onto Gale
Drive, and Wilshire Boulevard to
South Tower Drive, are restricted.
Near Wilshire/Rodeo, ground
improvement work is progressing
along the tunnel alignment in
preparation for the construction of
cross passage tunnels underneath
the roadway. Fourteen cross passages will be built along the tunnel
alignment in Beverly Hills. Work
began on June 20 along Lasky
Drive and Charleville Boulevard
and is anticipated to take approximately 2-4 weeks. Work hours are 8
a.m.-6 p.m., Monday through
Friday, but closures in the area will
remain in place 24 hours.
Crews are working underground
and conducting utility work at the
future Century City/Constellation
subway station. Southbound
Avenue of the Stars will be reduced
to one lane in each direction
through September. Constellation
Boulevard will remain accessible,
but left turns will be restricted from
northbound Avenue of the Stars
onto westbound Constellation
Boulevard.
Near
the
future
West-

photo by Edwin Folven

Street surface restoration work on Wilshire Boulevard near La Brea
Avenue is expected to conclude on June 27, and will be followed by work
on the curbs and gutters.

wood/UCLA station, crews will be
working in the intersection of
Gayley Avenue and Wilshire
Boulevard from June 24-July 1.
Lanes on Wilshire Boulevard will
be reduced between Gayley
Avenue and Westwood Boulevard.
Gayley Avenue may also experience lane reductions at Wilshire
Boulevard.
Metro is planning its next
lunchtim webinar on Purple Line
Extension project updates on

Wednesday, July 6, from noon-1
p.m., via Zoom. To participate,
visit zoom.us/j/96626476708 and
use the meeting ID: 966 2647
6708. To listen by phone, call
(669)900-9128.
For questions and concerns
about the Purple Line Extension
project, call the 24-hour project
hotline at (213)922-6934, email the
project
team
at
purplelineext@metro.net, or visit
metro.net.
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Academy announces partners for Gold Rising program
The Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences has announced
commitments from 27 partner companies in the sixth year of its
Academy Gold Rising program.
Gold Rising is an entertainment
industry internship and mentorship
program for students and young
professionals from underrepresented communities. For the first time,
the program includes a dedicated
focus on visual effects as part of its
production track, which concentrates on below-the-line careers.
Alongside the Academy, participating partners include AMC
Networks, Amazon Studios,
Annapurna Pictures, The Black
List, BRON Studios, Circle of
Confusion,
Creative
Artists
Agency, DTS – Xperi, The Walt
Disney
Company,
Dolby
Laboratories,
Filmmakers
Academy, Formosa Group LLC,
FotoKem, Fremantle, Group Effort
Initiative,
Illumination
Entertainment,
Monkeypaw
Productions, Moving Picture
Institute, Panavision, Paramount
Pictures, Participant, Shout!
Factory, Streamland Media, United
Talent Agency, Universal Filmed
Entertainment
Group
and
WarnerMedia.
“We are incredibly inspired by
the participants of Gold Rising. Just
as we seek to impart knowledge
throughout this program, we are
equally eager to learn from these
talented individuals who consistently bring their unique ideas and
insights,” said Academy governor
and Education and Outreach
Committee chair Wynn P. Thomas.

“We welcome this new class and
look forward to seeing their ambitions unfold as they begin their
journeys into our global film community.”
“The Academy’s goal is to
evolve constantly in finding new
ways to support emerging filmmakers within various disciplines.
We’re thrilled to add a visual
effects focus to our Gold Rising
production track program this year,
underscoring the importance of
emerging technological advances
in the art of filmmaking and their
invaluable role in creating a story,”
said Academy vice president, talent
development and inclusion programs Kendra Carter. “We look
forward to expanding the breadth
of hands-on experiences that will
help open doors for our participants
to explore their futures in the industry, and we thank our incredible
partners, Academy members and
donors for making this robust program possible.”
This summer, 100 students
(including 14 interns placed within
the Academy and the Academy
Museum) will participate in Gold
Rising. The eight-week program,
which concludes with a graduation
ceremony on Aug. 6, offers participants networking opportunities
with Academy members and industry professionals, a variety of panel
discussions on every aspect of filmmaking and career preparation sessions.
Partners will sponsor up to three
of their interns for the program with
a two-day orientation that includes
Academy governors, members and

other industry speakers, a studio
panel, virtual tours of the
Academy’s Film Archive, Margaret
Herrick Library and Academy
Museum of Motion Pictures and a
look into the Oscars and Scientific
and Technical Awards.
The program’s production track
features online technical workshops and masterclasses for students interested in cinematography,
costume design, film editing, production design, sound and visual
effects, a category newly added to
the program this year. The 31 participants in this track are from
California
State
University
Northridge, Exceptional Minds
Academy, Los Angeles City
College, Los Angeles Film School,
Los Angeles Trade-Technical
College, New York Film Academy
and select local community colleges from the Academy’s
Community College Film and
Media Arts Consortium.
Upon completion of the program, all Gold Rising interns will
be paired with an Academy member for an eight-month mentorship.
Academy members from every
branch have volunteered their time
and support to the program, including such mentors as Khadija Alami,
Judd Apatow, Lorrie Bartlett,
Sterling K. Brown, Michael Goi,
Spike Jonze, Eric Roth, Osnat
Shurer, Karen Toliver, Ennio
Torresan, Michael Tronick, Nancy
Utley, Virgil Williams and Janet
Yang.
Gold Rising affords top film
entertainment, technology, production services and digital media

photo courtesy of Marlon De Silva

Members of the Academy Gold class of 2021 pose in from of the TCL
Chinese Theatre on April 22 at the Turner Classic Movies Film Festival.

companies an opportunity to recruit
and educate a nationwide pool of
diverse talent. To date, there are 465
past Gold Rising program participants. The 2022 class is from 48
colleges and universities and comprises 82% underrepresented
racial/ethnic communities, 59%
women, 32% LGBTQ+ and 18%
with disability.
Gold Rising, led by program
directors Bettina Fisher and Niti
Shah, is a part of Academy Gold, a
global talent development and
inclusion initiative that provides
creative individuals of diverse
backgrounds with access and
resources toward achieving their
career pathways in filmmaking.
Programs under the Academy Gold
umbrella also include Gold
Fellowship for Women, the Student
Academy Awards and the Academy
Nicholl
Fellowships
in

Screenwriting. All past participants and award recipients of these
programs become a part of the
Gold Alumni Program, which provides networking opportunities,
access and career advancement services, and offers affinity groups for
Black and African American,
Latinx, Asian American and Pacific
Islander, LGBTQ+ and women
alumni to network with others who
share similar identities, backgrounds and experiences. The program also tracks participants’
career progression and successes
through a database, offering a
diverse talent pipeline for the
industry.
For more information about the
Gold Rising program, visit
www.oscars.org/gold-rising.
For more information about
Academy Gold, oscars.org/academy-gold/about-gold.
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Exhibit showcases complexity of quilting
Craft Contemporary presents
“The Sum of the Parts,” an exhibition running through Sunday, Sept.
11, that explores the physical and
conceptual dimensionality inherent
in quilting.
Works by Kathryn Clark, Carlos
Spivey, Lavialle Campbell, Sabrina
Gschwandtner and Jade Yumang
will be on display. Traditionally,
quilts are composed of several lay-

ers – a top, soft layer of batting and
back – joined together with extensive stitching that can produce rich
patterns and textures. The five
artists in the exhibition build upon
the layering through extensive folding and wrapping, cutting holes,
incorporating three-dimensional
elements and adding light as an
active component of their work.
The artists are also concerned

photo by Josh Schaedel/courtesy of Craft Contemporary.

“The Sum of the Parts: Dimensions in Quilting” features innovative works
on display at Craft Contemporary.

with the layers of meaning quilts
carry. Their works record stories
and become illustrations of their
wishes for a more equitable world.
Quilts have often been used for
expression, bringing people together for community building and
political action. The exhibition’s
works are provocative for their
physical structures and for their
narratives.
Clark has a fascination with data
collection developed during years
of work as an urban planner. Her
deconstructed quilt tops serve as a
map and historical record of the
erosion of democracy since former
President Donald Trump took
office in 2016.
Spivey is a multimedia artist who
started quilting in 2015, drawn to
the medium for its softness and
portability. He uses Dye-Na-Flow
fabric paint on muslin to create portraits which he appliques to his colorful quilts.
Known as an improvisational
quilter, Campbell often creates
largely monochromatic quilt patterns, exploring the depth that can
be achieved through extensive piecing, folding and stitching.

Judy Baca’s ‘La Salsera’ on view at Getty
Commissioned by the Getty
Museum, visual artist and muralist
Judy Baca has completed a new
mural that is now on view at the
Getty Center, titled “La Salsera
(The Salsa Dancer).” In conjunction with the new mural, Getty has
opened the exhibition “Judy Baca:
Hitting the Wall,” which runs
through Sept. 4.
“La Salsera” depicts a woman
dancing through MacArthur Park in
Los Angeles while on her way to
catch a bus on Wilshire Boulevard,
a major thoroughfare used by
domestic workers traveling daily to
jobs on the Westside. Behind the
woman, Baca included caretakers
of children pushing strollers in the
park.
“The woman in the mural is
filled with monarch butterflies, a
symbol of immigrants and migrations,” Baca said. “La Salsera represents the transformation of hardship into resilience and joy, death

and loss into a celebration of life –
definitive aspects of Latinx life and
so integral to the Los Angeles experience.”
La Salsera, which is 15 feet
wide, 14 feet high and weighs nearly 2,000 pounds, consists of three
tempered and laminated glass panels. This work, hand-drawn but
also using monarch images, is
printed to create the first direct-toglass digital mural that incorporates two layers of design. Baca’s
innovative technique involves
printing a digitally created image
on glass with finely-ground glass
frit. The mineral colors meld with
the glass on firing, while designs
on the back and front of the glass
create added dimensionality. The
result is a long-lasting mural with
strong colors less likely to fade
from sun exposure. The mural will
be on view at the Getty Center a
year before it is returned to the
artist.

Grammy pianos displayed at
Steinway & Sons Beverly Hills

Steinway & Sons announces a
special event with the concert
grands featured during the performances of Jon Batiste and Lady
Gaga during the 64th Annual
Grammy Awards in April. The
two pianos, one a uniquely
wrapped Model B and the other a
stunning white Model D, will be
displayed for one weekend only at
Steinway Piano Gallery Beverly
Hills from June 24-26. Both of
these pianos are available for sale.
The white Steinway Model D
concert grand was used by multiGrammy winning artist Lady
Gaga during her “Love for
Sale/Do I Love You” medley performed at the Grammy ceremony.
It was also used during Gaga’s
recent jazz and piano residency at
Park Theater, MGM in Las Vegas.
The Steinway Model B used by
Steinway Artist Jon Batiste during
his Grammy performance is a
one-of-a-kind piano wrapped

with the art of Patrick Eugène.
The piano’s case features abstract
visual references to ancient Africa
as well as the vibrant color
palettes of both Haiti and New
Orleans. During his Grammy
appearance, Batiste performed his
hit single “Freedom” from the
album “We Are,” winner of the
2022 Grammy for Album of the
Year, on this piano. The piano is
retired from the Steinway & Sons
famed Concert & Artist fleet,
where it spent several years on the
road as Steinway Artist Rufus
Wainwright’s tour piano.
“It is of epic importance for the
instrument an artist chooses to
reflect just as much character, soul,
expressiveness and dedication as the
artist who plays them,” Batiste said.
“A Steinway piano is that piano.”
The Steinway Piano Gallery
Beverly Hills is located at 8801
Wilshire Boulevard. For information, visit steinwaylosangeles.com.

“La Salsera is an example of how
Baca continues to experiment and
innovate in her Digital Mural Lab
at the Social and Public Art
Resource Center after four decades
of producing some of the most
iconic murals around Los Angeles,”
said Timothy Potts, Maria
Hummer-Tuttle and Robert Tuttle
Director of the J. Paul Getty
Museum. “We have been fortunate
to work with her on this special
commission at the same time we
are showcasing her project for the
1984 Los Angeles Olympic
Games.”
“Judy Baca: Hitting the Wall”
presents Baca’s step-by-step
process for bringing her mural
“Hitting the Wall: Women in the
Marathon” to life in vivid color,
including preliminary sketches,
detailed perspective drawings,
vibrant colorations and an actualsize reproduction of the central figure of the mural. The Baca exhibi-

Gschwandtner started making
what she calls “film quilts” after
receiving 16 mm films from the
Fashion Institute of Technology and
the Anthology Film Archives. The
artist cuts and sews lengths of film
together, referencing traditional
American quilt patterns and attaches her pieces to a light box.
Yumang works in intensive,
research-based series examining
how queer optics permeate into culture. Included are several sculptural

Academy screens ‘Making Love’

The Academy Museum will
present a 40th anniversary screening of “Making Love,” with a special panel with star Harry Hamlin
and writers A. Scott Berg and
Barry Sandler, moderated by Bill
Kramer, the chief executive officer of the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences, at 7:30
p.m. on Thursday, June 23.
Acclaimed biographer Berg saw
gay rights as the next great social
movement in America and wrote the
story for the film, a sensitive coming-out drama with the screenplay
penned by Sandler. The story is
about a young Los Angeles-based
doctor (Michael Ontkean), seemingly happily married to his college

tion is presented in conjunction
with the exhibition “The Lost
Murals of Renaissance Rome,” also
on view through Sept. 4, featuring a
variety of drawings from Getty’s
collection, including the celebrated
series “Early Life of Taddeo
Zuccaro” by his younger brother,
late-Renaissance artist Federico
Zuccaro.
“Judy is a remarkable contemporary muralist who continues not
only to tell untold stories, but also
works to overcome the often-perilous fragility of the mural form,”
said Julian Brooks, senior curator
of drawings at the Getty Museum.
“The commission represents an
evocative coda to the huge loss of
Renaissance murals and the continuing difficulties of preserving
murals in L.A. The new technique
results in a mural that dances and
glistens in the light. It will astonish
our visitors.”
For
information,
visit
getty.edu/visit/cal/events/ev_3519.
html. The Getty Museum is located
at 1200 Getty Center Drive. For
information, visit getty.edu.

Jazz festival returns to Hollywood Bowl
The Los Angeles Philharmonic
Association has announced that
comedian Arsenio Hall has been
named this year’s host for the annual Hollywood Bowl Jazz Festival
(formerly Playboy Jazz Festival),
presented by the LA Phil at the
Hollywood Bowl on June 25-26.
The festival will feature an artistically exciting and eclectic line-up
of musical performers, including
late-night sensations The Roots, fan
favorites Tower of Power, beloved
jazz vocalist Gregory Porter and
jazz drummer and producer Terri
Lyne Carrington + Social Science.
It also includes Nigerian superstar
Femi Kuti & The Positive Force,
guitar virtuoso Cory Wong, jazz
trumpeter, composer and producer
Chief aTunde Adjuah, Lean on Me:
José James Celebrates Bill Withers,
chanteuse Veronica Swift, bluesman Fantastic Negrito, veteran
vocalist Carmen Lundy, jazz
pianist and composer Gerald
Clayton, pianist and saxophonist
Gordon Goodwin’s Big Phat Band
and jazz saxophonist extraordinaire

constructions from the series
“Drum,” which reference a 1960s
queer magazine by the same name
that differed from similar publications of the period by blending sexuality, politics, literature and humor.
A free exhibition tour with senior
exhibitions curator Holly Jerger
will be held on Aug. 7, from noon1:30 p.m. Craft Contemporary is
located at 5814 Wilshire Blvd. For
information, call (323)937-4230, or
visit craftcontemporary.org.

Azar Lawrence with the Azar
Lawrence Experience. Enjoy the
Latin rhythms of Jungle Fire, The
Lao Tizer Band, the L.A. County
High School for the Arts Jazz Band
and the LAUSD/Beyond the Bell
All-City Jazz Big Band.
The Hollywood Bowl is located
at 2301 N. Highland Ave. For information, visit hollywoodbowl.com/
events/performances/1707/202206-25/hollywood-bowl-jazz-festival.

photo courtesy of the LA Phil

Actor, comedian, talk show host
and avid jazz fan Arsenio Hall will
bring his signature style to the
Hollywood Bowl Jazz Festival.

sweetheart (Kate Jackson), who falls
for an openly gay man (Hamlin)
who makes him face up to his true
feelings. Directed by Hollywood
veteran Arthur Hiller (“Love Story,”
“The Hospital)”, “Making Love”
was the rare Hollywood film of its
time to put gay characters front-andcenter as sympathetic, complicated,
non-stereotypical characters. In the
40 years since its premiere, it continues to find new and appreciative
audiences.
For information and tickets,
visit academymuseum.org/en/programs/making-love-017fb3f5bee8-5af3-e067-80957629f432.
The Academy Musuem is located
at 6067 Wilshire Blvd.
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All day happy hour
at Kitchen24

C

ome to Kitchen24 opens at 9
a.m., serving breakfast, lunch
and dinner. On weekdays enjoy allday happy hour specials. Diners
can park free for 90 minutes at the
Ramada Hotel. 8575 Santa Monica
Blvd., (424)777-0959.

Powamekka Cafe,
a Tupac Shakur
concept

T

he soulful restaurant concept
envisioned by late rapper Tupac
Shaker opens for a limited time in
partnership with Fixins Soul
Kitchen through June 30. Located
across from the Wake Me When
I’m Free Museum at LA Live,
Tupac’s Powamekka Café represents the finest in down home

Beverly Press/Park Labrea News
watch “Stranger Things” on July 12. Go to sprinkles.com for information. 189 The Grove Drive,
(323)931-4498, 635 Santa Monica
Blvd., (310)274-8765 and 735 S.
Figueroa St., (213)228-2100.
Southern cooking. Favorite items
include meatloaf, gumbo and
Tupac’s cousin Jamala’s fried
chicken wings. Open weekdays at
11 a.m. and on weekends starting at
10 a.m. Reservations available on
OpenTable. 800 W. Olympic Blvd.,
(213)799-7685.

Sprinkles and
‘Stranger Things’

F

or a limited time, the cupcake
flavor of the summer is tbh
chocolate hazelnut. Sprinkles
teamed up with Noah Schnapp of
“Stranger Things” to make a decadent dark Belgian chocolate vegan
cake, that is filled with tbh’s rich
hazelnut cocoa spread and topped
with vegan cream cheese frosting
and sprinkling of cocoa powder. It’s
available in all Sprinkles bakeries
nationwide for two days only. Preorders are available June 27-28 for
pick-up and delivery in time to

SUMMER
SIZZLE
Wagyu Pichaña Sirloin Cap
$17.98/lb.

Delicious Little
Tokyo food tour

S

aturday, June 25, and Sunday,
June 26, take a self-guided food
tour in partnership with Little
Tokyo Historical Society and the
Japanese American National
Museum. On Saturday, June 25,
from 1-3 p.m., is J-Town Treats &
Eats featuring four sweet and
savory stops and two legacy business Japanese gift shops ending at
the new Toshizo Watanabe Culinary
Cultural Center overlooking the
James Irvine Japanese Garden.
Both days there will be J-Town
Bingo from 12-4 p.m. It is open to
guests of all ages for the chance to
spin the wheel and win exclusive
prizes. Delicious Little Tokyo is
brought to you by Go Little Tokyo,
a Little Tokyo Community Council
run neighborhood marketing campaign. For information, visit littletokyola.org.

Photo courtesy of Velverie Café and Teahouse

Velverie Cafe and Teahouse is inspired by European cafe culture.

Velverie Cafe and Teahouse opens

A

new European Beverly Hills
cafe opened last week, serving breakfast, lunch, afternoon tea
and dinner. Breakfast specials
include creme brûlée French
toast, while lunch offers
Provencal tuna tartine and French

jambon-buerre
croquettes.
Afternoon tea service includes the
Regency tea, a savory canapés
and conversation tea and a deluxe
Beverly Hills Afternoon tea service. 9737 S. Santa Monica Blvd.,
(310)402-2296.

Celebrate
Summer
at
Du-par’
s
Dine on our outdoor patio
in a garden setting!

Great on the Grill or Oven Roasted!

Pancakes All Day
Patty Melt

Burgers, Shakes & Fries

With this ad only through 6/29/2022

Club Sandwich

6333 W. Third St. 323.938.5131
www.marcondas.com
Family Owned in the
Original Farmers Market for 80 Years

Don’t
Forget
Our
Pies!

California
Chicken Sandwich
Take Out &
Delivery Available!

In the Original Farmers Market • 3rd & Fairfax
(323) 933-8446 • (323) 933-8447

Follow Us!
@duparsfm
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FYC Bar + Kitchen

F

or Your Consideration Bar +
Kitchen offers a contemporary
menu that includes a crispy fried
chicken sandwich with sweet potato bravas served with jalapeño
honey, scallions, avocado cream
and feta. Entrees include herb sea
bass and a NY Strip with smashed
and fried marble potatoes. Located
at the Hotel Amarano, FYC’s offers
a touch of glamorous Hollywood
during breakfast, lunch and dinner.
Harvey the bartender is making a
special “Rainbow Drop” during
Pride Month for $17. 322 N. Pass
Ave., (818)842-8887.

The Hollywood
Roosevelt summer
kick off

E

very Thursday during this
summer, audiences can catch
‘This is Not a Trick Magic Show’
starring Derek McKee. “On the
Fringe Cabaret Show,” a modernstyle cabaret show by Tracy
Phillips will perform every
Saturday at 8 p.m. Intimate wine

dinners will be hosted on the first
and third Thursday of each month
this summer celebrating women
wine makers. Some events will be
at the Tropicana Pool, while others
will be on the iconic rooftop under
the stars. The Hollywood
Roosevelt’s chef Serni will prepare
curated menus for each dinner. For
information, visit hollywoodrroosevelt.com. 7000 Hollywood
Blvd., (323)856-1970.

Strings of Life
(S.O.L) sausage roll
world tour

T

he Melbourne-inspired cafe in
West Hollywood helmed by
celebrated Aussie chef Monty
Koludrovic is celebrating the restaurant’s second birthday with a different sausage each week over the next
8 weeks. For the week of June 30,
the Seoul Man sausage will be highlighted. It is made with pork, chili
and shiitake mushrooms. The following week will be a Greek-style
sausage made with spinach and feta
cheese. Drop a People’s Choice vote
on a menu item at the end on
Aug.10 for a chance to win the

Ultimate S.O.L. merchandise pack.
Each sausage is $12 and a new roll
will be introduced each Thursday.
Hours are from 7 a.m. to 4 p.m.
8535 Melrose Ave., (424)313-8136.

Knox & Dobson
ready to drink
cocktails

A

n award-winning new bottle
cocktail collection, Knox &
Dobson was created by Rob Levy
and Peter Lloyd Jones, formerly
the head bartender at The
Raymond 1886 and Everson
Royce Bar. The collection
includes a gin martini, classic Old
Fashioned, an improved whiskey
cocktail
with
Maraska
Maraschino liqueur and a rye
Manhattan. Their mission is to
create a cocktail in a bottle that is
freshly crafted by a skilled bartender. Each 200-milliliter bottle
offers two servings. Just open,
pour and enjoy a Knox & Dobson
available for delivery nationwide.
These cocktails are also available
at 15 Total Wine & More stores in
California, plus Bristol Farms and
The Ace Hotel in Downtown LA.

For information, visit knoxanddobson.com.

Hollywood under
the stars
This Saturday, June 25, at the
Paramount Pictures Studio Lot,
enjoy an evening dining under the
stars as some of Los Angeles'
favorite chefs prepare special food
items benefitting St. Vincent’s
Meals on Wheels program. The
outdoor program begins at 6:30
p.m., as guests stroll around one of
Hollywood's most famous backlots,
eating, drinking and listening to live
entertainment. Restaurants participating include Kali, Wood & Vine,
Tesse, Gracias Madre, Fanny’s,
Pizzeria De Michele, Hank’s,
Georgia’s Restaurant, Etoile Filante
Patisserie, Laderach Chocolatier
Suisse and Bertha Mae’s Brownie
Co. Participating chefs include
Kevin Meehan of Kali, Diana
Briscoe of Gracias Madre and
Francesco Zimone and Michele
Rubini, of L’Antica Pizzeria da
Michele. Desserts will be crafted by
Etoile Filante Patisserie and
Laderach. Silent auction items
include a beach house getaway, a

dinner gift certificate at Avra in
Beverly Hills, spa and wellness gift
baskets, cocktail baskets including
Knox & Dobson cocktail gift
boxes. Tickets start at $250 at
svmow.org/hollywood.

Hollywood Classic
Car Show

P

olice Activities League is presenting its first Classic Car
Show and Expo on Sunday, June 26,
from 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Hollywood
Blvd. will be shut down between
Vine Street and Argyle Avenue for a
day of cars, crafts and cuisine.
Enjoy signature tastings from local
Hollywood eateries including Wood
& Vine and Beauty and Essex.
Special plates are available for purchase in the food court. Spectator
entry is free and open to the public.
Listen to music as the DJ spins by
the beer garden and guests can cast
a vote for their favorite classic car.
Proceeds will directly benefit the
local HPAL kids, because every kid
needs a pal. For more details about
the event and how to register to
showcase your classic car, contact
kgordillo@hollywoodpal.org or call
(323)467-7114.

ROCK & ROLL WEEKENDS!
EB’s FRIDAY NIGHT DANCE
PARTY 7 pm
Served
June 27July 4!

June 24 :
THE LONGSHADOWS

MARKET TAVERN
Tuesdays 7pm - Brits in LA Pub Trivia
Hosted by Sandro Monetti
Thursdays 7 pm - Preston Smith
Fridays 9 pm The Long Shadows
& DJ Dandy Randy Rock N Soul Vinyl Groove
Saturdays 8 pm Soundhouse
& DJ Dandy Randy Rock N Soul Vinyl Groove
Sundays 7PM - KARAOKE
with host Perry

$14.20

$18.20

$15.75
Follow Us!
@duparsfm

$11.75

Farmers Market
3rd & Fairfax

MARKETTAVERNLA.COM

In the Original Farmers Market • 3rd & Fairfax • Open for Dine-In, Take Out & Delivery
(323)933-8446 • (323)933-8447 • Frances@dupars-psr.com
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P O L I C E B LOT T E R
The following crimes occurred in West Hollywood, Beverly Hills and the
areas patrolled by the LAPD’s Wilshire and Hollywood divisions between
June 12 and June 18. The information was compiled from
crimemapping.com. To report a crime, call local law enforcement agencies:
Los Angeles Police Department, Wilshire Division (213)473-0476, Los
Angeles County Sheriff’s Department West Hollywood Station (310)8558850, and the Beverly Hills Police Department (310)550-4951.

June 15
At 6:50 a.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a residence in the
8400 block of De Longpre.
An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim in the 8300 block of Santa
Monica at 1:58 p.m.
At 3:22 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 7100
block of Santa Monica.

June 16

Beverly Hills Police
Department

Canon at 7:15 p.m.

June 13

A 9:25 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 200
block of N. Swall.

At 6:05 p.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
9110 block of Wilshire.

West Hollywood
Sheriff’s Station

June 14

June 12

An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim near the corner of
Charleville and Le Doux at 9:58
a.m.

At 1 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 8900
block of Santa Monica.

At 11 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 400
block of N. Roxbury.
An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim near the corner of Wilshire
and Stanley at 10:13 p.m.

June 15
At 1 a.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
100 block of N. Clark.
An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 400 block of N.
Rexford at 4:11 p.m.
At 6:03 p.m., a vandalism incident
was reported in the 400 block of N.
Rexford.
An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked in the 300 block of N.
Foothill at 10 p.m.

June 16
An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 200 block of S.
Peck at 1:50 a.m.
At 11:20 a.m., an unknown suspect assaulted a victim in the 8400
block of Gregory
An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 400 block of S.
Bedford at 4 p.m.
At 10:51 p.m., a suspect was
arrested on suspicion of driving
under the influence of alcohol or
drugs near the corner of Sunset
and Hillcrest.

June 17
An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 300 block of N.
Canon at 7:50 a.m.
At noon, a vandalism incident was
reported in the 300 block of
Camden.
An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 9600 block of
Wilshire at 12:30 p.m.
At 1 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 100
block of N. La Cienega.
An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 300 block of
Beverly at 7:30 p.m.

An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 7300 block of Santa
Monica at 4 a.m.

An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked in the 8400 block of De
Longpre at 6:01 p.m.
At 10:45 p.m., an unknown suspect committed a burglary in the
8800 block of Rangeley.
An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 7800 block of
Romaine at 11 p.m.

June 17

At 4:15 a.m., a suspect assaulted
a victim during a domestic violence incident in the 9000 block of
Rangeley.

At 8:10 a.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked in the 8500
block of West Knoll.

An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim in the 7100 block of Santa
Monica at 8:15 a.m.

A suspect assaulted a victim during a domestic violence incident in
the 1200 block of N. Alta Loma at
9:22 a.m.

At 2:35 p.m., an unknown suspect
assaulted a victim near the corner
of Fairfax and Santa Monica.
An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim in the 9000 block of Sunset
at 5:15 p.m.

At 7:19 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 1000
block of N. Fuller.
An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim near the corner of Huntley
and Santa Monica at 7:30 p.m.

At 2:10 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 1000
block of Vine.

At 3 a.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked in the 7000
block of Sunset.

An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 7000 block of
Hollywood at 9:12 p.m.

An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim in the 400 block of S. Wilton
at 3:40 a.m.

At 10:25 p.m., an unknown suspect committed a burglary in the
700 block of N. Wilton.

At 4 a.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked near
the corner of McCadden and
Santa Monica.

An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 1500 block of
N. Gower at 11:30 p.m.

An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 600 block of S.
Norton at 4 a.m.
At 8:30 a.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
600 block of S. Cloverdale.
An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim near the corner of Curson
and Sunset at 8:45 a.m.
At 9 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 1000
block of N Highland.
An assault was reported in the
5900 block of Carlton at 9:25 a.m.
At 2:30 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 7500
block of Melrose.
An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 6100 block of
Hollywood at 4 p.m.
At 5 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 900
block of N. La Cienega.
An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 1000 block of S. La
Brea at 6:15 p.m.

June 16
At 11:15 a.m., an attempted theft
from a vehicle was reported in the
100 block of N. La Brea.
An unknown suspect robbed a victim in the 5400 block of Wilshire at
12:20 p.m.
At 12:52 p.m., an unknown suspect burglarized a vehicle parked
in the 1200 block of Beverly
Green.
An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 5300 block of
Olympic at 7 p.m.
At 8:30 p.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
900 block of N. Sycamore.
An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked in the 500 block of N.
Gower at 8:30 p.m.
At 10 p.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked in the 1600
block of N. Poinsettia.
An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 1800 block of
N. Las Palmas at 11 p.m.

June 17

June 18

At 9 p.m., an unknown suspect
robbed a victim in the 800 block of
N. Martel.

At 2 a.m., an unknown suspect
assaulted a victim in the 8900
block of Santa Monica.

An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 1600 block of
N. Highland at 10:30 p.m.

At 9:15 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 8900
block of Santa Monica.

Los Angeles Police
Department

At 11 p.m., an unknown suspect
robbed a victim near the corner of
Carlos and Gower.

June 12

June 14

An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 1200 block of
N. Cherokee at 3:11 a.m.

An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 600 block of N.
Robertson at 10:40 p.m.

At 2 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft near the
corner of Highland and Waring.

An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 400 block of N.
Arden at 2:45 p.m.

At 5:15 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 6700
block of Yucca.

At midnight, an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 8800
block of Santa Monica.

An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 650 block of
Hollywood at 11:35 a.m.

At 5 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a grand theft in the 300
block of S. Cloverdale.

An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 6200 block of
Wilshire at 9 a.m.

An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim in the 1000 block of N.
Doheny at midnight.

At 12:30 p.m., an unknown suspect assaulted a victim near the
corner of Yucca and Whitley.

An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 500 block of S.
Plymouth at 5:34 p.m.

At 1:50 p.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked near
the corner of Melrose and La Brea.

June 13

An unknown suspect committed a
grand theft in the 6400 block of
Hollywood at 2 p.m.

At 7 p.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked near the
corner of Manhattan and Fifth.

An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim in the 700 block of N. La
Cienega at 2:45 p.m.

At 3:10 p.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked in the 800
block of S. Lucerne.

An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 5400 block of
Sixth at 10:30 p.m.

At 3 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 400
block of N. Van Ness.

An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 6200 block of
Hollywood at 3:15 p.m.

At 11:20 p.m., an unknown suspect robbed a victim in the 9000
block of Third.

An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 1500 block of
Vine at 7:13 p.m.

At 6:45 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a grand theft in the
6000 block of Hollywood.

An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 500 block of S.
San Vicente at 11:59 p.m.

At 7:15 p.m., an unknown suspect
robbed a victim in the 6700 block
of Hollywood.

An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim near the corner of Franklin
and Cahuenga at 9:10 p.m.

June 15

An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 6400 block of
Colgate at 9:25 p.m.

At 7:30 p.m., a suspect assaulted
a victim during a domestic violence incident in the 1000 block of
N. La Jolla.
An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 8800 block of
Santa Monica at 8:43 p.m.

At 12:56 a.m., an unknown suspect committed a burglary in the
8500 block of Rugby.

June 14
An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft near the corner of La
Cienega and Santa Monica at 1:30
a.m.
At 11:50 a.m., an unknown suspect committed a petty theft in the
9200 block of Sunset.
A suspect assaulted a victim during a domestic violence incident in
the 8400 block of Sunset at 12:50
p.m.

June 18

At 4:26 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 1200
block of N. Ogden.

At 2:17 a.m., a suspect was arrested on suspicion of driving under
the influence of alcohol or drugs
near the corner of Santa Monica
and Crescent.

An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 1000 block of N.
Formosa at 6:15 p.m.

An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 300 block of N.

At 10:11 a.m., an unknown suspect committed a petty theft in the
7100 block of Santa Monica.
Another petty theft was reported in
the same area at 1:39 p.m.

An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim in the 400 block of S.
Burnside at 1:58 a.m.

At 11:57 p.m., an unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked in the
8200 block of Sunset.

At 11 p.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
7300 block of Melrose.

At 12:50 a.m., an unknown suspect robbed a victim in the 7200
block of Sunset.

An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked near the corner of
Hollywood and Wilcox at 12:01
a.m.
At 1:01 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 7800
block of Sunset.

June 18

An unknown suspect robbed a victim near the corner of Gardner and
Third at 3 a.m.

An unknown suspect robbed a victim in the 1400 of N. Cahuenga at
12:01 a.m.

June 13

At 8 a.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked in the 800
block of N. Spaulding.

At 3:55 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 8700
block of Saint Ives.

At 12:01 a.m., an unknown suspect robbed a victim in the 400
block of N. Western.

An unknown suspect robbed a victim near the corner of Tamarind
and Fountain at 12:05 p.m.

An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim near the corner of Wilcox
and Yucca at 3:55 a.m.

An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 1700 block of N.
Highland at 11:45 p.m.
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Rodizio experience at H&H Brazilian Steakhouse
Taking over the former
Farmhouse restaurant on the
ground floor of the Beverly Center,
restaurateur and executive chef
Henrique Huyer recently opened
the second H&H Brazilian
Steakhouse.
The first opened in downtown
Los Angeles in 2019, on the same
block as Bottega Louie and Little
Sister. What made this culinary allyou-can-eat menu different is that
Huyer selects the finest grass-fed
meats and organic produce picked
from the best farms around the
world.
It became a popular happy hour
spot and weekend brunch go-to
serving bottomless mimosas. On
Tuesdays, a local Brazilian jazz
band performed.
Having heard such good things
about the downtown location, my
husband and I decided to visit the
Beverly Center location for a
unique Brazilian dining experience.
The decor has changed a little
since its Farmhouse days, yet the
space is still large with a full bar in
front and different dining areas.
Bartenders shake a number of classic cocktails including caipirinhas.
The H&H signature gin and tonic is
served in a classic balloon glass,
made with Empress Gin and
adorned with fresh flowers.
The dining room atmosphere has
a bit of a cruise ship vibe with uniformed gauchos parading through
with long sliver skewers of glistening meats.
Our Brazilian server Beatriz
guided us through the evening,
encouraging us to pace ourselves.

Looking over the wine list, she recommended a few California
favorites and some Brazilian wines
to try with our meal.
After taking our order, Beatriz
encouraged us to visit the extensive
salad bar, which offers a selection
of hot items that included
stroganoff, feijoada, rice, collard
greens, sugar coated bacon and the
soup of the day, along with unlimited cold organic vegetables including extra-large and long asparagus
stalks, delicious hearts of palm and
a variety of salads.
A variety of side dishes including
mashed potatoes, polenta, golden
plantains, spaghetti and bite-size
pillowy soft Brazilian cheese bread
were served.
At each place setting was a circular medallion with a red and green
side to welcome or stop the steady
procession gauchos holding a
skewer in one hand and knife in the
other. Premium cuts of beef, pork,
chicken and lamb are sliced and
plated right at the table. Diners are
encouraged to pick up a pair of
small stainless-steel tongs to grab
the slices as they are cut and place
them on their plate. Some of the
most popular cuts of meat we
enjoyed were the Picanha, a prime
coulotte, and Maminha, a prime tritip. Rack and leg of lamb, Brazilian
herb and pork sausage, 21-day marinated chicken drumsticks and
bacon wrapped chicken kebabs
were also offered. The grilled
pineapple with brown sugar and
cinnamon was delicious. The sugars caramelize when cooked to
bring out an ambrosia of tropical

By Jill Weinlein
flavors.
On the a la carte menu, guests
can also order a 16 to 18oz
Japanese Wagyu A5 for $250, and a
100oz whole prime beef short rib,
cooked the traditional southern
Brazilian way for many hours until
the tender meat almost falls off the
bone, for $135.
More affordable options include
a choice of two H&H burgers,
which are a grass-fed beef cheeseburger and an Impossible vegan
burger. Both are topped with lettuce
and tomato plus a Brazilian secret
sauce.
I ordered the grilled salmon,
which was served with a
chimichurri sauce and small arugula quinoa salad. The portion was
large enough to take half of the filet
home.
Beatriz shared with us that H&H
has a secret menu with items that
can be requested including chicken
hearts and blistered chiles toreados,
plus a candy-topped rainbow
caipirinha from the bar.
If you are looking for a celebratory culinary experience, H&H is a

Revive gives audiences an immersive affair

Redbird | Vibiana and San
Francisco-based circus Vau de Vire
will present Revive, a unique and
immersive dining and performance
experience featuring an all-star cast
comprised of 40+ circus performers, musicians, dancers and characters, with shows twice daily
Thursday-Sunday, through July 24,
at Vibiana in downtown Los
Angeles.
Revive promises to inspire, rejuvenate, invigorate and awaken the
senses. The visual spectacle, culinary indulgences from Chef Neal
Fraser, inspiring musical score and
immersive and lavish environment
will leave guests feeling as if
they’ve been an integral part of a
feel-good movement that transcends any dining, theater or
nightlife experience.
Upon arrival, guests will be treated to a reception in the Vibiana
Courtyard where they’ll indulge in
an array of curated delicacies and

libations within a gallery of living art
and era-centric live music.
Rejuvenation stations throughout the
courtyard offer cure-all tinctures,
while performers and creatively
adorned guests complete the
enchanted wonderland. Once
Vibiana’s doors open, guests will
step into an opulent past where all
are VIPs, dining upon the performance stages, immersed in a projection-mapped environment for their
remaining four courses of decadence
— all suffused with original music
performed live by the band Angelo
Moore (Fishbone) and the Missing
Links, along with special guests.
“Our goal in creating the Revive
experience is to blend a unique mix
of world-class talent, tech and architecture to inspire a sensory revival
for each of our guests, all built on a
foundation of extraordinary cuisine,” Mike Gaines, Vau de Vire cofounder and creative director, said.
“After two years of unprecedented

seclusion, insanity and division,
we’re hoping to play a part in the
restoration of hope and enthusiasm.
Sharing a phenomenal feast in a
beautiful, intimately immersive
environment seasoned with amazing performing artists and supported
by the best visual and audio tech
available – that’s our theatrical
approach to celebrating life and positive momentum. And there’s no one
we’d rather do that with than Neal
and Amy Knoll Fraser and their
team at Redbird and Vibiana.”
“Amy and I have been exploring
the possibility of hosting an immersive sensorial event at Vibiana for
quite some time,” Fraser said. “This
collaboration with Vau de Vire is
just what we’ve been searching for.
We are thrilled to activate the space
in this way.”
Event tickets are on sale now for
$250 per guest at vibiana.com/stories/revive-immersive via Fever
LA.

Walk of Fame announces new inductees

A new group of entertainment
professionals in the categories of
Motion Pictures, Television, Live
Theatre/Live Performance and
Recording have been selected to
receive stars on the Hollywood
Walk of Fame by the Walk of Fame
Selection Panel of the Hollywood
Chamber of Commerce. These honorees were chosen from among
hundreds of nominations and ratified by the Hollywood Chamber’s
Board of Directors on June 15.
Ellen K, Chair of the Walk of Fame
Selection Panel and radio personality, announced the new honorees on
walkoffame.com on June 17.
“The Walk of Fame selection

panel is pleased to announce 24 new
honorees to the Hollywood Walk of
Fame. The selection panel, made up
of fellow Walk of Famers, handpicks a group of honorees each year
that represent various genres of the
entertainment world,” Ellen K said.
Inducted in the category of Motion
Pictures will be Ludacris, Bill
Pullman, Uma Thurman, Vince
Vaughn, John Waters, Juanita
Moore (Posthumous) and Paul
Walker (Posthumous).
For the category of Television,
inductees include Jon Favreau,
Mindy Kaling, Martin Lawrence,
Ralph Macchio, Garrett Morris and
Ellen Pompeo.

In the category of Recording,
Marc Anthony, Irving Azoff, Sheila
E, Jonas Brothers, Lenny Kravitz,
Blake Shelton, Charlie Wilson and
Jenni Rivera (posthumous) will
receive a star.
In the category of Live
Theatre/Live Performance Lang
Lang, Melba Moore and Pentatonix
will receive stars.
Dates have not been scheduled for
these star ceremonies. Recipients
have two years to schedule star ceremonies from the date of selection
before they expire. Upcoming star
ceremonies are announced 10 days
before dedication on the official
website walkoffame.com.

photo by Jill Weinlein

The grilled salmon can be ordered a la carte at H&H Brazilian
Steakhouse.

new hot spot where you will not
leave hungry.
Hours at both locations are weekdays from 5-10 p.m., and weekend

brunch and dinner starting at 11:30
a.m. $$-$$$. 8500 Beverly Blvd.,
Suite 113, (424)284-7733 and 518
West 7th St., (213)266-8103.
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We’ve Got Everything You Need
to Make Your Summer a
SMASH!
Paper Goods • Decorations
Balloons • Banners • Centerpieces
Piñatas & MORE!
10% off all merchandise in the store
with this coupon!
discounted merchandise, balloons and balloon delivery excluded

5969 Melrose Ave. (corner of Wilcox)
(323)467-7124
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BroadStage announces 2022-2023 season
Artistic and executive director
Rob Bailis and BroadStage board
of directors chair Jennifer Diener
announce
the
2022-2023
BroadStage at the Santa Monica
College Performing Arts Center
season with 33 offerings, including
three world premieres: Mark
Morris Dance Group’s “The Look
of Love: An Evening of Dance to
the Music of Burt Bacharach” (Oct.
20-23); “Being Future Being,” a
multi-disciplinary work by choreographer of Yup’ik descent Emily
Johnson / Catalyst (Sept. 8-10); and
Barak Ballet’s first full evening ballet “Memoryhouse,” set to composer Max Richter’s album of the same
name (June 15-17, 2023). “The
Look of Love” and “Being Future
Being” are co-commissioned by
BroadStage, which was highly

instrumental in the creation of these
two works.
The season also includes two West
Coast Premieres: “seven methods of
killing kylie jenner” by Jasmine LeeJones, The Royal Court Theatre production presented in association with
Woolly
Mammoth
Theatre
Company (March 23-26, 2023); and
with a blend of clowning, puppetry
and plain old theatrical magic,
“Dimanche”
from
Company
Chaliwaté & Focus (April 13-16,
2023). “Dimanche” paints a witty
and tender portrait of humanity. As a
family, somewhere in the near future,
surprised by the uncontrollable
forces of nature, is about to spend
their Sunday together as strong
winds and torrential rains rage outside.
As BroadStage approaches 15

years of offering dynamic performances to an ever-broadening audience, its future is sound thanks in
large part to a $10 million gift from
The Eli and Edythe Broad
Foundation. This contribution to
BroadStage’s endowment will not
only support the organization’s
operations and programming, but
also encourage others to help grow
BroadStage’s reach and impact.
Ticket packages of three or more
attractions of the season and Nat
Geo Live are available at a substantial discount and benefits are now
on sale at broadstage.org or
(310)434-3200. Due to the limited
capacity of many performances,
audiences are encouraged to buy
early for the best seating and prices.
BroadStage is located at 1310
Eleventh St., Santa Monica.

Second gentlemen offered glimpse into
stories of Holocaust survivors

USC Shoah Foundation–the
Institute for Visual History and
Education welcomed Second
Gentleman Douglas Emhoff on
June 8 to the institute’s global headquarters on the campus of the
University of Southern California.
Emhoff’s visit included a conversation with the interactive biography of Holocaust survivor Pinchas
Gutter, part of the “Dimensions in
Testimony” program that enables

visitors to ask questions to specially-recorded interactive testimonies
of Holocaust survivors and hear
real-time responses in lifelike conversation. Minutes later, Emhoff
spoke with Gutter live by videoconference from his home.
Emhoff, who is married to Vice
President Kamala Harris, is a graduate of USC Gould School of Law.
He is the first Jewish spouse to
serve in the White House and the

photo courtesy of the USC Shoah Foundation

Second Gentleman Douglas Emhoff listened to Holocaust survivor
Pinchas Gutter’s interactive biography, part of the USC Shoah
Foundation’s “Dimensions in Testimony” program.

country’s first second gentleman. In
his role, he has kept his Jewish heritage and focus on Jewish issues at
the forefront, holding a seder and
hanging a mezuzah on the front
door of the vice president’s residence for the first time. Emhoff has
also devoted time to engaging with
Jewish and other faith-based individuals and groups to work toward
the administration’s goals of
strengthening religious tolerance.
Emhoff met Kori Street, interim
Finci Viterbi Executive Director of
USC Shoah Foundation, in the
George and Irina Schaeffer Hall for
Genocide Studies, where they viewed
a recorded testimony from Pilzno,
Poland, the town where Emhoff’s
family originated prior to immigrating to the United States. Emhoff
viewed the testimony of Helena
Horowitz, a Holocaust survivor from
Pilzno who concealed her Jewish
identity as a child to save her life, and
who ultimately settled in New Jersey
after the Holocaust. Street also
stressed USC Shoah Foundation’s
mission and global work of countering hate through testimony.
“We feel honored to have hosted
the second gentleman and encour-

Keyboardist Sheléa to perform at The Wallis
Singer, songwriter, and keyboardist Sheléa returns to the
Wallis Annenberg Center for the
Performing Arts with “Pretty
World: Through the Eyes of Alan
& Marilyn Bergman,” on Saturday,
June 25, at 7:30 pm. This special
evening features Sheléa, a protégé

of Quincy Jones, performing songs
written by Alan and Marilyn
Bergman, the Oscar-winning married couple whose lyrics to songs
such as “The Way We Were,” “The
Windmills of Your Mind,” and
“You Don’t Bring Me Flowers”
earned them induction into the

Photo courtesy of the Wallis Annenberg Center for the Performing Arts

Sheléa will bring her musical skills to The Wallis on June 25.

Songwriters Hall of Fame.
With widespread comparison to
the vocal expertise of legendary
Whitney Houston, and the piano
prowess of Alicia Keys, it is no surprise that artist and actress, Sheléa
has garnered endorsements from
the likes of Stevie Wonder, Mary
J.Blige, Missy Elliott, David
Foster, Queen Latifah, Jamie Foxx
and Jennifer Hudson. Blending traditional pop, jazz, R&B and soul,
Sheléa brings a contemporary edge
to classics, and a classic touch to
contemporary pop standards. With
years of making a name for herself
as a vocal powerhouse, having performed twice at the White House;
Library of Congress; Carnegie
Hall; the Kennedy Center, 2020
marked her acting debut as
Dorinda Clark in “The Clark
Sisters: The First Ladies of
Gospel.”
Tickets, $29-$79, are on sale
now. The Wallis Annenberg Center
for the Performing Arts is located
at 9390 N. Santa Monica Blvd.,
Beverly Hills. To purchase tickets
and for information, call
(310)746-4000
or
visit
thewallis.org/shelea.

Dramatic reading of ‘Roe’ takes
Fountain Theatre stage

The Fountain Theatre once
again jumps into action with a
hyper-staged reading of “Roe,” a
powerful, poignant and often
humorous play by Lisa Loomer
that cuts through the headlines to
reveal the real-life women behind
Roe v. Wade, the landmark 1973
case that gave women the right to
safe, legal abortion. Vanessa
Stalling directs a limited eightperformance run, June 25-July 10,
on the Fountain’s outdoor stage.
Two additional preview performances will be held on June 2324.
“We’re acting quickly and
urgently in answer to the upcoming Supreme Court ruling expected to overturn Roe v Wade,”
Fountain artistic director Stephen
Sachs said. “We intend to use theater as a vehicle for social and
political action. A call to action.
Guerrilla-style theater. Actors
holding scripts. Simple staging.
Lisa has revised her script to bring
it up-to-date, and we’re lucky to
have Vanessa, who directed the
2020 production at the Goodman
Theatre.”
Reprising their roles from the
Goodman production, Kate
Middleton will star as Norma
McCorvey, the woman who

would come to be known to the
world as “Jane Roe,” opposite
Christina
Hall
as
Sarah
Weddington, the lawyer who
argued the landmark case at the
Supreme Court. An ensemble of
actors will take on the myriad of
other roles.
Roe is a fast-moving, fair-minded look at the complicated human
beings behind the case, the challenging years that followed the
court’s fateful decision, and the
polarization around the issue in
America today. Originally commissioned through the Oregon
Shakespeare Festival’s American
Revolutions program in a production that traveled to Arena Stage
and Berkeley Rep, Roe is the
recipient of both the Jane
Chambers Playwriting Award and
the Pen Award.
All performances are at 8 p.m.
All tickets are $20. The Fountain
Theatre is located at 5060
Fountain Ave. Patrons are invited
to relax before and after the show
at the Fountain’s indoor/outdoor
café. Check the Fountain website
for up-to-date, day-of-performance Covid-19 protocols.
For reservations and information, call (323)663-1525 or go to
fountaintheatre.com.

aged by his words of support as we
work to counter antisemitism and
other forms of hatred around the
world with testimony,” Street said.
Emhoff
witnessed
the
“Dimensions in Testimony” installation featuring Gutter’s interactive
biography. Street and Seline
Hamelians, a rising senior at
Crescenta Valley High School
enrolled in the William P. Lauder
Junior Internship Program, introduced Emhoff to the interactive biography and engaged in a conversation.
Sam Gustman, chief technology
officer for USC Shoah Foundation,
discussed technological innovations
and the potential for technologies like

those used in “Dimensions in
Testimony” to be expanded to larger
audiences in the future. Holocaust
Museum L.A. currently offers visitors
the opportunity to view a
“Dimensions in Testimony” program.
Emhoff also joined Street and
Pedro Noguera, Emery Stoops and
Joyce King Stoops, dean of the
USC Rossier School of Education,
for a video conference with Gutter
“I love your message of unity,”
Emhoff told Gutter. “We all need to
stand together and stand united
against this epidemic of hate.”
For
information
about
“Dimensions in Testimony,” visit
sfi.usc.edu/dit.
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Great performances make ‘Good Luck to You,
Leo Grande’ a tender experience
Film can be a remarkable tool to
evoke empathy. Films like “Pretty
Woman” and “Magic Mike” marketed their access into an unknown
experience, a life most folks know
little about. But they often conclude
the same way: a return to the status
quo. When this happens, empathy
morphs into a cautionary tale that
presents sex work and adult entertainment as something best
escaped.
“Good Luck to You, Leo
Grande” has a different goal. In lieu
of an exposé, this lighter sex drama
favors a more tender experience.
Nancy (Emma Thompson)
regrets so many of her life choices.
That might not be on any official
form to hire the services of Leo
Grande (Daryl McCormack), but
those regrets lace each of the pair’s

sessions.
With few exceptions, everything
goes down in a posh hotel room,
Nancy pacing, vocalizing years of
pent-up frustration. Her son’s boring. Her daughter’s a mooching
faux hipster. Worst, dearly departed
hubs favored the most vanilla of
sexual routines, all designed for
him not her.
Cue Leo. At first, he provides
Nancy with comfort as she navigates her conflict over hiring a sex
worker, one customized to her fantasies. That thin veneer gives way,
and they both must determine how
to move forward, together or apart.
“Good Luck” is a play. Not really, but Katy Brand’s screenplay
would lend itself well to the stage.
As a film, this is the opposite of
bells and whistles. A room with a
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“Good Luck to You, Leo Grande” explores themes of fantasy and vulnerability.

view, standard cinematography,
light score, etc.
Cinema’s technical marvels take
a back seat to performance, and
Thompson leads there. From
Shakespeare and Austen to a
Hogwarts professor and ample
iconic roles, she’s the poster child
of range. Yet most roles favor a
commanding figure. Often the
British powerhouse is in control.
Thompson’s Nancy is more vulnerable. Think “Love Actually’s”
Karen beaten by years of marriage
out of obligation. She once performed all required roles – teacher,
mother, wife – so what now?
“Good Luck” presents a controversial answer that doesn’t condemn paying someone for pleasure,
a pleasure never found in Nancy’s
life to this point. Unapologetically,
the outcome is not shame.
True, what’s here is an ideal, optimistic to a fault, preachy at points.
Even Leo’s ominous origin feels
too neat, the kind of “oh, that makes
sense” that teeters on condescending, removed from reality.
Then comes the occasional hottopic chatter about the ethics of sex
work complete with all the debate’s
usual suspects. Such moments seem
to arrive as fillers between Nancy’s
next interpersonal quandary.
While “Good Luck’s” approach
to sex work plays like outsiders
looking in, it seems much more
invested in age. How often do

Film offers interstellar look at asteroids
The California Science Center
presents special screenings of the
new IMAX film “Asteroid Hunters
3D,” which opens on Sunday, June
26.
Narrated by Daisy Ridley, the
film takes audiences on an adventure into deep space for a fascinating look at asteroids, their cosmic
origins and the potential threat they
pose to Earth. Meet asteroid scientists and discover the cutting-edge
tools and techniques they use to
detect and track asteroids, and the
technology that may someday protect the planet.
The effects of an asteroid impact
could be catastrophic, and while the
current probability of such an event
occurring is low, the potential consequences make the study of asteroids an incredibly important area of
scientific research. Witness the latest in planetary defense and how
science, ingenuity and determination combine to explore and prevent
a potentially astronomical disaster.
The California Science Center is
located at 700 Exposition Park
Drive. For information, visit californiasciencecenter.org.

photo courtesy of the California Science Center

“Asteroid Hunters 3D” explores asteroids and the potential threats they
pose to Earth.

Classic fellowship deadline extended

The application deadline for the
inaugural Walter and Peggy
Grauman Fellowship in Classical
Music has been extended, with submissions now due Sunday, July 10,
at 11:59 p.m.
This program will support an
emerging classical pianist or strings
musician during the transition from

formal education and training to the
professional world. The fellow will
have an inside look at how classical
music is programmed and the
essential role of philanthropic support and community outreach. In
addition to receiving a $15,000 fellowship award, the Grauman
Fellow will receive mentorship

from The Wallis, including live performance opportunities, guidance
related to successful auditioning,
ongoing support in implementing a
community outreach project and the
chance to meet with and learn from
leading artists.
To apply and for information, visit
thewallis.org/Grauman?utm_
source=wordfly&utm_medium=email
&utm_campaign=DedicatedGrauman
Fellowship&utm_content=version_A.
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Emma Thompson as Nancy and Daryl McCormack as Leo Grande stand
out in “Good Luck to You, Leo Grande,” a light-hearted film whose
strength lies in performance.

films feature female leads in their
60s? Even less when sex is a primary factor. If for no other reassign, this is a remarkable corrective to popular film’s erasure of
wrinkles and body types that match
folks’ age.
The story’s structure might
sound tedious (almost intimate
moment interrupted by cognitive
dissonance,
rinse,
repeat),
Thompson’s charm – even packaged as insecure Nancy – decorates
heavy topics.
Thompson’s
counterpart,
McCormack, is hardly a blank
slate. A dash of humor emerges
each time Nancy leaves the room,
Leo visually debating how to sensually pose in stages of partial
undress once she returns. And while
Thompson’s performance ascends,

McCormack must play the necessary calming figure.
To be clear, “Good Luck” fancies
itself a comedy, but only a singular,
sincere laugh arrives. Still, the
lighter tone surrounding such
intense subjects – parenting, aging,
exploitation – helps.
“Good Luck to You, Leo
Grande” sports a simple premise
with minimalist production. But
that doesn’t diminish its accomplishments, both director Sophie
Hyde’s highest profile flick to date
and Thompson presenting one of
her most vulnerable roles yet.
And let’s not forget that
Searchlight Pictures – a regular
best pic churner – is a Disney company. So thank that mouse for
reminding filmgoers that life doesn’t end at 60.
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Children’s Institute opens
The Children’s Institute on June
25 will welcome the Los Angeles
community for a day of celebration,
marking the official ribbon-cutting
and dedication of its new Watts
campus, designed by worldrenowned architect Frank Gehry.
The kickoff, which begins at
12:30 p.m., will bring together hundreds of area families and neighbors, civic leaders and donors, for a

come-one, come-all community
celebration of the new 20,000square-foot purpose-built campus.
The day begins with a ribbon cutting and dedications with special
remarks by CII president and CEO
Martine Singer, Gehry and other
VIPs. Guests will be invited to
enjoy timed tours of the new facilities, live music performances, food
trucks and activities.
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The Children’s Institute is celebrating the opening of a 20,000-squarefoot campus in Watts on June 25.

The new CII Watts campus will
be home to a range of therapeutic
programs and free services for children and families of the Watts
neighborhood, including preschool
and toddler socialization programs,
individual and group counseling,
youth development activities, parenting workshops, workforce
development/employment support
and Project Fatherhood sessions.
The building is also home to the
Watts Gang Task Force, which was
formed nearly 15 years ago to broker peace in the community, and the
LAPD
Community
Safety
Partnership, a nationally recognized
model for relationship-based policing.
New office space for 150
Children’s Institute staff members
will enable teams to manage the
many programs and continue to
strengthen programmatic reach.
Opening festivities will feature
local artists and vendors including a
performance by the Watts
Willowbrook Conservatory, a youth
orchestra that provides free music
training and instruments to Watts
children and is currently operating
out of CII’s old Watts campus next
door, Ricardo Lemvo and Makina
Loca.
The celebration will culminate
with timed campus tours, food
trucks and entertainment. Other
community partners hosting activities at the event include Project
Fatherhood, Sisters of Watts,
Eastside Riders, Your Special Day
LA and Cedars-Sinai.
For more than 100 years, the
Children’s Institute has supported
children and families in healing
from traumatic experiences. CII
reaches nearly 25,000 children and

families in Los Angeles each year.
With the opening of its new
Watts Campus, CII will operate out
of five main campuses, offering
programs in 32 locations from Echo
Park to Watts to Long Beach. Other
campuses include CII’s main office

at the Otis Booth Campus in
Central Los Angeles, its MidWilshire Campus, its Head Start
Office at Figueroa Center and the
Long Beach Center.
For information, visit childrensinstitute.org.
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Hundreds of educators will participate in the seminar on Korean history and culture.

KCCLA holds seminar for
educators on Korean history
Korean Cultural Center, Los
Angeles is holding a seminar for
educators this week focusing on
Korean history and culture.
Approximately 120 elementary,
middle and high school teachers
and administrators from throughout the United States are participating in the seminar, which runs
through June 24.
The seminar began on June 21
with remarks by Consul General
Youngwan Kim. Lectures and
demonstrations
focus
on
UNESCO Cultural Heritage Sites
in Korea, democracy and economic growth in South Korea

after the Korean War, Korean literature and Sijo, Korean traditional music, Korean American ethnic
studies and the Korean language.
The programs are free and can
also be accessed via Zoom.
The Korean History and
Culture Seminar for Educators
started in 2004 with a collaboration between KCCLA, former history teacher Mary Connor and
Sung Kim, president of National
Korean Studies. Approximately
3,500 American educators have
participated in the seminar.
For information, visit koreanseminar.org/go2022.
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Students pursue music industry
careers at Grammy Camp
The
Grammy
Museum
announced on June 21 that 81 high
school students from 69 U.S. cities
have been selected as participants
in the 18th annual Grammy Camp
program.
The participants include Elijah
Small, Lily Koen, Mila Northrup,
Samantha Berman, Kamal Givens,
Shaylee Guerrero, Sophie Ward and
Whitney Enenstein, of Los

Angeles, as well as Lily Zager, of
West Hollywood, and Jasani Pitts
and Allyn Matheson, of Culver
City.
Reyna Roberts, Lauren SpencerSmith and the group Silversun
Pickups will be guest artists at the
camp. They will discuss their career
paths and help students prepare for
careers in the music industry.
Grammy Camp is the signature

photo courtesy of the Grammy Museum

Grammy Camp immerses students in many aspects of the music industry, including vocal and instrumental performance.

Cinespia shows Pride with
‘But I’m a Cheerleader’
Cinespia will close out Pride
Month in partnership with LA Pride
with a celebratory screening of
“But I’m a Cheerleader.”
“We’ve been celebrating Pride at
Cinespia for as long as I can
remember, and we’re excited this
year to partner with LA Pride for a
screening of ‘But I’m a
Cheerleader,’” Cinespia founder
John Wyatt said.
“Pride consists of many types of
experiences and activities, and LA
Pride is coming together in celebration all Pride Month,” said
Gerald Garth, Christopher Street
West and LA Pride vice president

of community, programming and
initiatives. “We’re thrilled to partner with our annual cinematic partner, Cinespia, to provide our local
LGBTQIA+ cinema lovers a night
to share a cult classic, ‘But I'm a
Cheerleader,’ starring Natasha
Lyonne, a well-known ally of our
community.”
The event will take place on June
25, with gates opening at 7:15 p.m.
and the movie starting at 9 p.m.
Cinespia hosts screenings at
Hollywood Forever Cemetery,
which is located at 6000 Santa
Monica Blvd. Tickets can be purchased at cinespia.org.

photo courtesy of Cinespia

Enjoy movies under the stars and celebrate Pride Month with Cinespia.

Hollywood Temple Beth El hosts
summer series on Judaism

Hollywood Temple Beth El will
hold a summer Basic Judaism 101
series beginning on June 25 and running for 10 consecutive Saturdays
from 11:45 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
The course provides an overview
of the main concepts, values and
practices of Judaism.
Rabbi Norbert Weinberg will
lead the classes.
“A scoffer once challenged the
great sage, Hillel, ‘Teach me all
about Judaism while I stand on one
leg.’ Hillel, knowing full well that
his leg was being pulled, answered,
‘What you can’t stand, don’t do to
your fellow. The rest is commentary. Now, go and learn.’ This

course is intended as the learning
part of Hillel’s retort, and people
are welcome, whether they are
Talmud scholars, pure novices or
adherents of any religion or none,”
Weinberg said.
The course will be taught from
the outlook of historic Jewish
teachings, with a contemporary perspective and application. The sessions will be held in person at the
Temple, 1317 N. Crescent Drive,
and
live-streamed
on
facebook.com/htbel/live
and
youtube.com/channel/UCUIqJSPik
cnCs0-7vD2PWww.
For information, call (323)6563150, or email to temple@htbel.org.

music industry camp for high
school students and will be held
from Aug. 2-6 at USC’s Ronald
Tutor Campus Center.
“Grammy Camp is a prime
example of the Grammy Museum’s
mission and education initiatives,”
said Michael Sticka, president and
CEO of the Grammy Museum.
“We’re thrilled that the program is
back in person and will continue to
be one of the most immersive summer camps for high school students
interested in a career in music and
continues to give young people the
opportunity to study with music
industry professionals, resulting in
a genuine learning experience
about life in the music industry.”
The camp is part of the Grammy
In The Schools program, which is
supported by the Bruno Mars
Scholarship Fund, Chuck Lorre
Family Foundation, Ella Fitzgerald
Charitable Foundation, Mama
Bernadette Memorial Fund of the
Hawai’i Community Foundation,
Natalie Cole Foundation, Pacific
Bridge Arts Foundation and the
Recording Academy. The camp
will focus on all aspects of commercial music and provide instruction by industry professionals in an
immersive and creative environment. The program features seven
music career tracks: audio engineering, electronic music production, music business, music journalism, songwriting, vocal performance and instrumental performance. All tracks culminate in virtual media projects, recordings and
performances.
Applications for the 2023
Grammy Camp will open online in
September. For information, visit
grammycamp.com.

‘Dear Evan Hanson’ cast set
for Ahmanson run
Casting is set for the Los
Angeles engagement of “Dear
Evan Hansen” at Center Theatre
Group/Ahmanson Theatre from
June 29-July 31. The show won
six Tony Awards, including best
musical, in 2017.
Anthony Norman will play the
title role Evan Hansen, Coleen
Sexton will play his mother, Heidi
Hansen and Lili Thomas will play
Cynthia Murphy, mother to Zoe
and Connor. Pablo Laucerica and
Micaela Lamas also join the
onstage company as family friend
Jared Kleinman and classmate
Alana Beck. John Hemphill,
Nikhil Saboo and Alaina
Anderson all remain with the tour,
continuing their roles as Larry
Murphy, Connor Murphy and Zoe
Murphy, respectively.
The cast also includes Jeffrey
Cornelius (as the Evan alternate)
and
understudies
Valeria
Ceballos, Ian Coursey, Reese
Sebastian Diaz, Gillian Jackson
Han, Isabel Santiago, Daniel
Robert Sulivan, Kelsey Venter
and Pierce Wheeler.
“Dear Evan Hansen” features a
book by Tony Award-winner
Steven
Levenson
(“Fosse/Verdon”), a score by
Grammy, Tony and Academy
Award-winners Benj Pasek and
Justin Paul (“La La Land,” “The
Greatest Showman”), and direction by four-time Tony Awardnominee Michael Greif (“Rent,”
“Next to Normal”). “Dear Evan

Hansen” opened to rave reviews
on December 4, 2016, at the
Music Box Theatre, where it’s
broken all box office records and
struck a chord with critics and
audiences alike.
Tickets for “Dear Evan Hansen”
start at $40. They are available
through centertheatregroup.org,
audience services at (213)9724400 or in person at the Center
Theatre Group Box Offices (at the
Ahmanson Theatre) at The Music
Center, 135 N. Grand Ave.
Performances run Tuesday-Friday
at 8 p.m., Saturday at 2 and 8 p.m.,
and Sunday at 1 and 6:30 p.m. The
Ahmanson Theatre is located at
135 N. Grand Ave.

photo courtesy of the Center Theatre
Group/Ahmanson Theatre

Anthony Norman will play the
title role of Evan Hansen in
“Dear Evan Hansen” coming to
Los Angeles at the Center
Theatre
Group/Ahmanson
Theatre from June 29-July
31.and culture.
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Grand Park celebrates anniversary

Los Angeles County’s Grand
Park, powered by The Music
Center, will celebrate its 10th
anniversary as the park for everyone with a series of signature events
that will take place from July
through October, culminating in a
multidimensional weekend-long
10th anniversary celebration.
When the first two blocks of the
12-acre park were opened on July
26, 2012, Grand Park immediately
transformed an underutilized,
neglected and unknown piece of
real estate plagued by grade
changes, lack of visibility from the
street and garage access ramps into
Los Angeles’ central gathering
space.
Now, more than one million
Angelenos visit the park annually
to enjoy its multiple lawns, gardens
and stages, and experience cultural,
community and civic events, festivals, holiday celebrations, outdoor
health and wellness activities. The
third and fourth blocks of the park
opened on Oct. 6, 2012, completing
a 12-year planning process.
Originally conceived as a
dynamic cultural and global crossroads, Grand Park has become an
authentic space that demonstrates
what it means to be a reflection of
one of the most diverse, dynamic
and complex counties in the nation.
Throughout the past 10 years, the
vision has become a reality, with
the park honoring the creativity of
Angelenos through its free year-

round programming rooted in
hometown pride.
Grand Park has joined forces
with more than 250 community and
county partners and more than
1,000 artists spanning a broad mix
of genres, from dance to music to
visual art, ranging from poet
Amanda Gorman to musical artist
Aloe Blacc.
The partners bring their rich
experiences and perspectives to
create a tapestry in the park that is
uniquely L.A. The park’s programming is often co-produced and cocreated with local artists and community partners from across Los
Angeles County, putting their voices at the forefront of the prominent
public space and creating a powerful platform for empowerment, joy
and well-being.
“Grand Park nurtures a sense of
belonging in a complex and everchanging world,” The Music
Center president and CEO Rachel
S. Moore said. “Whether we want a
place to celebrate, learn, create,
rest, reflect or exercise, Grand Park
offers all of us a welcome reprieve
from the daily hustle and bustle. It
is a beautiful green oasis that contributes to the physical, psychological and social well-being of every
person in Los Angeles. We are honored to be the county’s partner in
programming and operating a beautiful open space that has transformed downtown Los Angeles and
touched millions of lives and com-

Dodgers foundation hosts gala

The Los Angeles Dodgers
Foundation on June 16 hosted its
6th Annual Blue Diamond Gala at
Dodger Stadium, presented by
LADF chairman Mark Walter and
the Los Angeles Dodgers ownership group.
The sold out, star-studded
evening featured sets by awardwinning celebrity DJ D-Nice and
an exclusive concert from global
superstar Jennifer Lopez. A recordbreaking $3.6 million was raised to
support LADF in their mission to
improve education, health care,
homelessness and social justice for
Angelenos.
“This year’s gala reflects our
endless potential when we combine
our efforts and insist on making a
difference in the lives of those who
need help the most,” LADF CEO
Nichol Whiteman said. “Tonight,
we honored our comprehensive
work, but we also recognized the
individuals who voluntarily jumped
into the unknown, pushing past fear
to help Angelenos navigate these
trying times. We do not take
tonight’s magic for granted, and we
are grateful to gather in person to
highlight our mission.”
Emcees Mario Lopez and Adrián
González hosted the “Everyday
Champions” program, during

which guests heard from Dante
Reese, a youth program participant
of Brotherhood Crusade. Los
Angeles Dodgers owner Mark
Walter and Los Angeles Lakers
owner Jeanie Buss auctioned off a
pair of 2020 championship rings.
Attendees included Los Angeles
Dodgers players Yency Almonte,
Eddy Alvarez, Tyler Anderson,
Austin Barnes, Cody Bellinger,
Mookie Betts, Walker Buehler,
Caleb Ferguson, Freddie Freeman,
Tony Gonsolin, Brusdar Graterol,
Andrew Heaney, Daniel Hudson,
Clayton Kershaw, Gavin Lux, Max
Muncy, Evan Phillips, Kevin Pillar,
David Price, Will Smith, Chris
Taylor, Justin Turner, Trea Turner,
Julio Urías and Alex Vesia; manager Dave Roberts; coaches Bob
Geren, Clayton McCullough, Dino
Ebel, Josh Bard, Aaron Bates,
Connor McGuiness and Danny
Lehmann;
Hall
of
Fame
Broadcaster Jaime Jarrin; Los
Angeles Sparks players Nneka
Ogwumike, Kristi Toliver, Brittney
Sykes and Chiney Ogwumike; as
well as actor Ben Affleck, tennis
champion Venus Williams, Dave
Winfield, Vanessa Calloway,
Cookie Johnson, EJ Johnson and
Darren Barnet.
Other notable moments included

Cedars-Sinai partners with L.A. Rams
Cedars-Sinai joined the Los
Angeles Rams to raise awareness
about men’s health issues, with a
focus on colorectal and prostate

cancers, on June 18 at Hollywood
Park outside SoFi Stadium.
Dr. Zuri Murrell, a colorectal surgeon at Cedars-Sinai, and Dr.

photo courtesy of Cedars-Sinai

Physicians from Cedars-Sinai participated in a men’s health awareness
event on June 18 outside SoFi Stadium.

munities across L.A.”
Over the next five months, Grand
Park will hold a number of free
events, including Grand Park’s 4th
of July Block Party, B-Boy
Summit, Grand Park’s Sunday
Sessions, DTLA Proud, Grand
Park’s Downtown Día de los
Muertos and Grand Park’s
NYELA, each of which will
acknowledge the anniversary. The
anniversary celebration will culminate on Saturday, Oct. 8, with a free
evening concert open to the public
and a family fun day the following
day on Sunday, Oct. 9.
In addition, Grand Park will
launch Grand Park’s Uncovering
L.A. Initiative, a 10-year project
focused on the development of an
interpretive pathway and outdoor
storytelling gallery. The pathway
will amplify the historical and cultural connections many diverse
communities have to the park, but
whose histories are not currently
visible or evident to park visitors.
Inspired by advocacy, with visioning led by the indigenous communities of Los Angeles whose land
Grand Park sits on, the communitydriven project will make Grand
Park an even more inclusive and
accessible urban space that illuminates the past, present and future.
The pathway will launch in October
with temporary art installations to
be added in 2023, starting with projects that uncover the indigenous
stewardship of the Grand Park site.

performances from the Inglewood
High School Marching Band, the
MACES Band and the Woodcraft
Rangers Mariachi and Folklorico
Program
from
Middleton
Elementary School. The evening
ended with a post-show party featuring Dodgers DJ Severe and food
from California Pizza Kitchen,
Dunkin’, Melissa’s Produce, Milk
Bar and In-N-Out.

photo by Jon SooHoo

Jennifer Lopez performed at the
gala on June 16.

Edwin Posadas, co-director of the
Precision Oncology Program at
Cedars-Sinai Cancer and a prostate
cancer specialist, hosted a free
community conversation to inform
the public about the two diseases.
The discussion included prevention, symptoms and treatment
options and took place at the
Hollywood Park Summer Bash.
Following the community conversation, other Cedars-Sinai healthcare
specialists were available for further
questions and answers about men’s
health. In addition, the Cedars-Sinai
blood mobile unit was on hand for
those wishing to donate blood.

Longtime WeHo resident
Ruth Williams mourned

Longtime West Hollywood resident and public safety commissioner Ruth Williams was shown in this photograph in the March 6, 1997,
issue of the Beverly Press and Park Labrea News on election night
that year, when incumbent Paul Koretz and newcomer Jeff Prang
were elected to the council. Williams gathered with other residents in
the West Hollywood Park Auditorium as the vote tallies came in. She
was involved in West Hollywood civic affairs for decades, frequently
attending City Council meetings and serving on the Public Safety
Commission. Williams died on June 17 after suffering a stroke on
June 4. Flags were flown at half-staff in her memory at West
Hollywood city buildings from June 17-20.
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Cultural designation denied by council Lawsuit filed over assault case
From page 1
Hamlin went on to say that Mark
Rios, who was behind a significant
2015 restoration of the home, agreed
with the certificate of ineligibility.
Hamlin also took issue with the
architectural magazine examples
that were issued.
“The house isn’t remarkable or
exceptional,” Hamlin said. “In fact,
there’s not a single article about the
architecture of the house.”
Several speakers and community
members represented both sides of
the issue, including several notable
current and former Beverly Hills
residents.
Alison Martino, who operates
Vintage Los Angeles, submitted a
letter expressing her opposition to
the property receiving a certificate of
ineligibility, which is the official
designation by the city of Beverly
Hills that renders it possible to raze a
structure.
“People are outraged that the
demolition of this house would even
be considered,” Martino said. “I run
popular social media platforms
about the history of Beverly Hills
and surrounding areas. Many of my
sentiments about the house have
been published in various publications [and] have been seen and documented in print. The community
that I run, which reaches over 1 million, are completely disturbed and
distressed. Many of their letters have
been sent as well. I grew up not far
from Roxbury Drive. Since there are
so many letters of outrage about this
house possibly [being] destroyed, I
feel the need to do the same. This is
the most beloved house in Beverly
Hills. It’s devastating to think we
might lose a home this beautiful. It’s
just astonishing that this great home
would not be considered ‘historic.’
“We need more appreciation of
the finer things. Once the generation
that remembers this type of architecture and appreciates it passes away,
more will be destroyed – very sad to
call this progress. Roxbury Drive
will never recover from the loss of
this house, nor will the entire city.
Please do the right thing,” Martino
said.
Roxbury Drive is one of the more

From page 1
storied streets in the city, known historically for being the street stars like
Lucille Ball, James Stewart, Peter
Falk, Jack Benny, Diane Keaton and
Madonna called home. In recent
decades, many of its original homes
were either destroyed or significantly altered, with some residents
expressing concern that the spirit of
the neighborhood has been permanently damaged.
Keaton, who also serves as a
board member of the Los Angeles
Conservancy, was one of several
community members who submitted statements in favor of the saving
1001 N. Roxbury Drive.
“I have previously owned two
homes on Roxbury Drive,” Keaton
wrote. “I simply love the history of
the area let alone the street. Now, I
am pleading with you, we cannot let
[the] 1001 North Roxbury Drive
home be yet another catastrophe to
our city. This charming and historic
home needs to be preserved for us
and future generations.
“I’ve toured this home in the past
and admired and remained in awe of
its beauty, and it would be a tragedy
for this to be a statistic of demolition
that is not only unnecessary but also
devastating.”
Producer Jerry Bruckheimer and
his wife, Linda, also wrote the council.
“By any standard, it is the quintessential Beverly Hills mansion, one
that has added grace and character to
the star-studded neighborhood since
the early 1940s,” Bruckheimer
wrote. “The new owner, however,
hates everything about the place but
the ground it was built on. Instead of
searching for land to develop or the
perfect house to restore, the remedy
– an all too frequent one – was to set
his sights on 1001 N. Roxbury
Drive, purchase it for a whopping
sum and destroy it. This is absolutely insane. Just imagine wrecking
balls and bulldozers obliterating the
entire corner of Roxbury and
Lexington, and the term ‘tone deaf’
takes on new meaning. Losing yet
another architectural treasure would
be unthinkable and heartbreaking
under any circumstances. But it is

Cedars receives investigator award
A team from the Smidt Heart
Institute and Division of
Artificial
Intelligence
in
Medicine at Cedars-Sinai will
establish a new program to
develop data tools that will help
predict which patients could
experience heart attacks, heart
failure and other cardiac conditions, thanks to a $7 million
Outstanding Investigator Award
from the National Heart, Lung
and Blood Institute, part of the
National Institutes of Health.
“Advanced imaging data
could help predict patients’ risk
of serious cardiac events but is so
complex that clinicians aren’t
always able to use it,” said grant
recipient Dr. Piotr Slomka, director of innovation in imaging and
professor of cardiology and medicine in the Division of Artificial
Intelligence in Medicine at
Cedars-Sinai.
Slomka plans to create tools
that combine data from positron
emission tomography and CT
scans to give a clearer picture of
patients’ cardiac risk and develop
a large multicenter registry to
collect the data needed to thoroughly test the tools. But the
grant does not limit the team to

even more shocking during this era
when our environment has taken
center stage and efforts to conserve,
preserve and recycle are critical to
our well-being.”
Council members, however, ultimately decided they could not rule
on public sentiment alone. In particular, the council members noted that
none of the articles submitted for the
home’s historical consideration
mentioned the name of the architect.
“Yes, I love this home,” Mayor
Lili Bosse said. “I live a few blocks
away, and I walked by it every day.
But what my job is … I have to
make hard decisions. Sometimes in
our lives we have to make hard
decisions based on what we are supposed to be doing, and for me that is
being a good council person.
Because you can talk about the fact
that they’re going to make a decision not for your friend, not because
of the celebrity letter. They’re making it because of the wisdom that is
in front of them.”
Councilman John Mirisch was
the lone “nay” vote in issuing the
certificate of ineligibility.
“I think it is OK to do this through
the dual lenses of emotion and
objectivity,” Mirisch said. “Because
I think in this case, they go hand in
hand, and I think this is ultimately
about our home. It is often said
home is a sacred place, and it’s not
just the individual house that we
live in. I think this is a sad day for
Beverly Hills. I fear that today will
go down in history as a moment
when we ... failed our children and
our grandchildren but also our parents and grandparents. From my
perspective, 1001 Roxbury is
indeed a remarkable, superior
work.”
“Like City Councilmember
Mirisch perfectly stated, ‘Once it’s
gone, it’s gone forever.’ He was the
only City Council member who
voted against demolition. Now our
only hope is that the current owner
wakes up like Ebeneezer Scrooge
and has a change of heart,” Martino
said.

the victim’s thighs, hips, waist,
upper ribs and bust, according to
the complaint.
Friedman convinced the student
to take off her shirt during the first
session, and in the second, he convinced her to take off her bra as
well, the complaint states.
During the victim’s senior year,
Friedman sexually assaulted the
victim again in an incident that was
detailed in the complaint.
The lawsuit states that the victim
informed her parents of her interactions with Friedman, and that her
parents then contacted administrators at the high school. The complaint alleges that Friedman was
informed of the accusations,
enabling him an opportunity to dispose of evidence.
The victim and her family were
then contacted by Beverly Hills
Police Department officers.
According to a Los Angeles Times
article from Aug. 11, 1981, the
investigation uncovered “several”
former students who had similar
interactions with Friedman.
According to the article, school
officials suspended Friedman in
May 1981. However, the complaint alleges that the school still
allowed Friedman to coach baseball.
The article states that Friedman
pleaded no contest to three counts
of contributing to the delinquency
of minors after incidents with two
girls, aged 15 and 17, from Jan. 1,
1981, to April 30, 1981.
Weisskopf said Friedman served
no jail time but was sentenced to
community service. Friedman was
also eventually fired from the high
school, according to the complaint.
“It was just an absolute brushunder-the-rug slap on the wrist,”
Weisskopf said.
He said the victim and her family “just wanted to move on” after
the incident and opted not to file a
lawsuit at the time. However, the
incidents “destroyed” the victim
and have prevented her from having “meaningful” relationships

ever since, Weisskopf said.
“It’s just stayed with her her
entire life,” he added.
Weisskopf said the plaintiff has
several witnesses who are prepared
to testify against Friedman and the
school district. However, only one
victim has opted to pursue a lawsuit with his firm, the attorney said.
A jury trial is scheduled for July
5. The plaintiff is seeking punitive
damages.
Friedman’s attorney, Dana Cole,
said the lawsuit will be “vigorously
defended.”
“It happened 42 years ago,” he
said. “Unfortunately, it seems that
[the victim] is blaming Henry
Friedman for a lot of unrelated
tragedy in her life. My preference
is to deal with this in the courtroom
rather than in the press.”
Cole said it is “shocking” that
someone would have to defend
themselves from an allegation that
occurred so many years ago.
“Allegations like these are easy
to make and difficult to shake
through the passage of time,” he
added.
Representatives of the BHUSD
did not respond to a request for
comment by deadline.
A petition has been created on
change.org to seek justice for
Friedman’s alleged victims.
The petition specifically refers to
Jeff Anderson & Associates, a law
firm that specializes in representing
victims of childhood sexual abuse.
One of the firm’s attorneys, Mike
Reck, said the law firm was not
responsible for the petition, but it is
representing two individuals who
intend to sue Friedman and possibly the school district as well.
Reck said AB 218 provided a
three-year window for victims of
childhood sexual abuse to file
lawsuits, and that window closes
on Dec. 31, Reck said.
“I, frankly, anticipate there will
be [many] more people coming
forward, given how prolific this
perpetrator was, before the end of
the year,” he added.
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A new grant will fund development of AI tools to help predict
heart disease.

one specific project, he said.
“This particular grant allows
us to build a program – not just a
project – which will expedite our
innovative plans,” Slomka said.
“In AI, things are changing all
the time, and sometimes we find
that we could make much more
impact if we change direction.
The beauty of this grant is that it
makes that easy to do.”
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Williams mourned in West Hollywood
From page 1
Council for Jewish Women, Los
Angeles.
Williams was involved with West
Hollywood from its incorporation
as a city the 1984. She helped advocate for the city’s rent control and
neighborhood watch measures. She
ran for city council in 2001. Though
Duran narrowly edged her out in an
intense race for the seat, he was
impressed enough by her that he
wanted to appoint her to a city commission.
“I asked her if she wanted to be
my appointee on any city commission,” Duran said. “She was gracious and said yes. She wanted public safety.”
Williams served on the city’s
Public Safety Commission for 16
years. She previously worked with
the grassroots group Save Our
Sheriffs, helping to reform the
city’s sheriff’s station in the 1990s.
“The sheriffs stopped firing
openly gay deputies like the late
Bruce Boland and agreed to recruit
LGBT deputies and employees,”
Duran said. “They also agreed to
start marching in the annual gay
pride parades. This was a major
step forward for them.”
“I met Ruth Williams over 20
years ago when I got involved with
my neighborhood’s resident’s association and then started attending
Public Safety Commission meetings,” Mayor Lauren Meister said.
“Ruth and I then served together on
the commission and I appreciated
her willingness to be a mentor, as I
had not been on a city commission
previously.”
“Ruth helped create our commu-

In support of the state drought
emergency, the Beverly Hills
City Council on June 14 adopted
additional water conservation
measures that are now in effect.
Residents and businesses are
required to maintain a two-day a
week watering schedule, with no
watering (sprinklers or hose)
between 9 a.m. and 6 p.m. and no
water run-off. For locations north
of Santa Monica Boulevard, the
watering days are Monday and
Friday. For locations south of
Santa Monica Boulevard, the
watering days are Tuesday and
Saturday. Supplemental watering
for trees is permitted.
photo by Leigh Green

Ruth Williams was honored by the city of West Hollywood with the
Rainbow Key Award in 2016.

nity as a board member, commissioner, Democratic leader, woman
of faith and public servant who dedicated her life to helping others,”
Councilwoman Lindsey Horvath
said. “I remember meeting her
when she was director of advocacy
at NCJW, and I was president of
Hollywood NOW. She gave us
space, she connected us to organizations, she took us under her wing
and she helped launch our work.”
Her community efforts were so
widely recognized that in 2014,
Williams was honored by U.S. Rep.
Adam Schiff (D-Burbank) as a
“Woman of the Year” for the 28th
Congressional District.
“If I had to describe Ruth in one
sentence, I would say that Ruth was
a dedicated neighborhood advocate, who truly loved this city,”

Meister said.
Williams is survived by her sons
Steven and Richard Neubauer, and
Michael Forster, and her grandchildren Jonathan and Lauren
Neubauer, and Jacob Forster. Her
funeral will be held at Mount Sinai
Memorial Park on July 1 at 10 a.m.,
with burial services to be held
immediately after. In lieu of flowers, the family is asking for donations to St. Jude’s Children’s
Hospital.
“Her example has inspired countless people, including me, to get
more involved in our community.
She was a friend and mentor to
many, and she will live in the hearts
of all who knew her. WeHo wouldn’t be what it is today without her. I
will miss her forever,” Horvath
said.

Barnsdall Park undergoes improvements
From page 1
the L.A. Park Forest program to
plant much needed trees in parks
throughout the city of Los
Angeles,” said Carolyn Ramsay,
executive director of Los Angeles
Parks Foundation. “This is our
11th park forest. We’re planting 40
Wilsonii olive trees to fill in gaps
in the original olive grove that has
been here since the 1890s. This is
a spectacular project for us, for the
people of Los Angeles, and it’s
going to provide so many benefits
to Hollywood. We’re right in the
middle of a very dense urban area,
and these trees are going to provide benefits for generations to
come.”
Some of the trees were donated
in memory of loved ones, including Harriet Miller, who worked in
the Barnsdall Park Junior Art
Center. Her grandson, Nathan
Miller, CEO of Miller Ink, said she
would have been proud of the
improvements to the park.
“My grandmother, Harriet
Miller, would have been so
moved. It’s such a meaningful day
for our family that we are able to
donate this tree,” Miller said. “She
passed last year. She was director
of the Junior Art Center here for
more than 20 years and she loved
this place. She loved this city. She
understood and dedicated her life
to the idea that young people
should have access to really excellent, wonderful art experiences,
and poured so much love into this
place to make sure that people
from throughout the city had
access to come here and experience that.”

BH adopts conservation measures
“Beverly Hills has always
responded to the call to conserve,” Beverly Hills public
works director Shana Epstein
said. “As we take these proactive
steps to achieve a 30% reduction
in citywide water use, we thank
the members of our community
for once again doing their part.”
Real-time monitoring of water
use is available by signing up for
the city’s water tracking program
at water.beverlyhills.org.
For information, including
penalties for non-compliance,
visit
bhsaves.org,
email
askpw@beverlyhills.org or call
(310)285-2467.

Reduced street vendor fees may stay
Los Angeles City Councilwoman
Nithya Raman, 4th District, and
Councilman Curren Price, 9th
District, on June 15 co-presented a
motion to explore extending
reduced permit fees for street vendors – currently set to expire on
July 1 – for an additional year.
The motion further asks the city
administrative officer to conduct a
new fee study to determine an
appropriate annual sidewalk and
park vending fee – one that does
not include enforcement of permitted sidewalk activities in the assessment and takes into account the
average annual income of street
vendors.
“We’ve taken major steps to
bring street vendors into the formal
economy by removing barriers to
obtaining permits, particularly with
the recent passage of [Senate Bill]
972. However, the financial costs
alone are often enough to prevent
vendors from operating legally,”
Raman said. “We also need to recognize that our current economic
climate is drastically different from
that of 2018, when the city first
adopted the sidewalk vending ordinance. After two years of economic
upheaval, we need to adjust the
costs associated with street vending
to meet people where they are – too
many livelihoods are on the line.”

In September 2020, the city
implemented a reduced cost permit
fee of $291 in response to the economic impacts the COVID-19 pandemic had on street vendors. The
normal $541 fee will resume if an
extension is not approved. The
increased fee will create a further
financial burden for vendors whose
average income is approximately
$11,300 a year, according to a
report
by
the
Economic
Roundtable.
“We worked so hard to bring our
sidewalk vendors out of the shadows only to have the pandemic
pose a new threat to their livelihoods,” Price said. “Today’s effort
is yet another way we here at the
city level are supporting people of
color, including our undocumented
workers, women and the elderly,
giving them the respect they
deserve along with a fighting
chance to provide for their families
during this time of uncertainty.”
In addition, the motion instructs
Streets LA, with the assistance of
the CAO, the city’s Department of
Recreation and Parks and the
Economic
and
Workforce
Development Department, to report
back in 60 days on financial assistance programs and the feasibility
of creating a payment installment
plan.

L.A. wildlife ordinance moves forward

photo by Edwin Folven

Councilman Mitch O’Farrell and Los Angeles Parks Foundation executive director Carolyn Ramsay were excited about the improvements
at Barnsdall Art Park, including 40 new olive trees planted on June 16.

Barnsdall Art Park is located at
4800 Hollywood Blvd., just west
of Vermont Avenue. In addition to
Hollyhock House, it includes an
art center and theater managed by
the city’s Department of Cultural
Affairs.
Wright
designed
Hollyhock House, built between
1919-21, for oil heiress Aline
Barnsdall, who donated the property and structures to the city in
1927 for use as a public park and
art center.
In 2019, Hollyhock House was
added to UNESCO’s list of World
Heritage Sites, along with seven
other buildings designed by
Wright throughout the United
States. The historic Hollyhock
House is open for public tours.
The city of Los Angeles is currently restoring a guest house

designed by Wright in Barnsdall
Art Park known as Residence A.
The guest house’s exterior renovation was completed last December,
and interior work is currently
ongoing through 2024. The guest
house will be reopened to the public after the work is finished,
O’Farrell said. He also stressed the
importance of the city’s urban forest and encouraged more tree
planting projects.
“This reminds me of the Greek
proverb that a society grows great
when old people – and I’m not
saying any of us are old – plant
trees whose shade they know they
shall never see,” he said. “So let’s
plant lots and lots of trees … not
just here, but all over the city. That
will be a legacy worth leaving for
all of us.”

In April, Los Angeles City
Planning released a revised draft
of the proposed Wildlife District
Ordinance, with a goal of having
this ordinance considered by the
city’s Planning Commission in
the fall of 2022.
This summer, city planning will
hold an information session and
public hearing on the proposed
ordinance.
The Wildlife District Ordinance
proposes new development standards for lot coverage, landscaping and setbacks, as well as grading and height limitations, among
others.
The ordinance includes regulations that apply to all properties
within the Wildlife District.
The Wildlife District proposal
includes a code amendment to
create
a
new
Wildlife
Supplemental Use District and a
zone change to apply the regulations to the zoning of properties
located in the WLD District.
An interactive version of the
map, which allows residents to
search by address and view ridgeline and resource buffers, is available on the City Planning website
at planning4la.org/wildlife.
Participants are encouraged to
view the recorded presentation

that will be shared at the virtual
information sessions, which will
be held from 5 to 7 p.m. on June
28. From 5 to 7 p.m. on July 13, a
virtual public hearing will be
held.
The hearing officer will consider all public testimony and any
written communication submitted
prior to or at the hearing. Any
written communication must
include case numbers CPC-20223413-CA and CPC-2022-3712ZC. Comments may be submitted
by email to ourla2040@lacity.org
or by hard copy through July 22 at
5 p.m.
Information about the meeting
can be obtained in Spanish by
calling (213)978-1877.
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COMPUTER

The

Disc Doc

Computer Problems?

I CAN HELP!

• Troubleshooting
• Lessons
• Purchase Consultation
• Phone Support

Joel Rothman

323.240.5112

TheDiskDoc@mac.com
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Classified
Advertising
email:karen@beverlypress.com

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY
HARDWARE

INCOME TAX

ALL YEAR
INCOME TAX

Professional Tax Return
Preparation
10% DISCOUNT FOR
NEW CLIENTS

SCREENS • DOORS
HARDWARE

SALES & INSTALLATIONS
7769 SANTA MONICA BL.

5967 W. Third St. Suite #201
Los Angeles, CA 90036

WEST HOLLYWOOD

Phone (323)937-3848
FAX (323)937-9970

(323)248-0840
www.tashmans.com

Across street from Park Labrea
email:allyearservices@yahoo.com

Since 1961

Family Owned & Operated

UPHOLSTERY

WEBSITE DESIGN

ALAKAZAM

UPHOLSTERY & DRAPERY
le
Affordab
s
e
Pric

Commercial & Residential
Every Style:
Sofas, Chairs, Slipcovers
Replace Feather Proof Lining
Broad Selection of Fabrics,
Draperies & Roman Shades
HIGHEST QUALITY
WORKMANSHIP
Call Rosie for FREE Estimate
310-491-8409
West Hollywood

mackeycreativelab.com
info@mackeycreativelab.com

DOG WALKER

Get the Beverly Press Every Thursday!

We hope you’ve enjoyed receiving the Beverly Press for the past few weeks
with our saturation program.

To guarantee continued delivery, subscribe NOW!

2

COOPER K-9
DOG WALKER

Ways to subscribe

1. Sign up for an annual mail subscription for $75 per year.
Go to https://beverlypress.com/register/

• Leash Manner Training
• Socialization, Structure,
Exercise
• Insured, Certified
AKC Good Citizen Trainer

2. Or Receive the Beverly Press with your
Los Angeles Times subscription.

323.393.5238

Go to www.latimes.com/getoffer
Enter code 9003

latty@cooperk-9.com
Google: Latty Cooper

Subscribe now & receive a complimentary copy of

as seen on YouTube!

HANDYMAN
HONEST HANDYMAN
DOES IT ALL
Serving the Westside for 32 years
• Plumbing • Electrical
• Roofing • Tile • Flooring
• Painting • A/C Repair
Carpentry • Drywall
• Windows • Decks
• Kitchen & Bath Specialist

FORT CONSTRUCTION
General Contractors
Call Manny

(310)729-9612
(424)284-3314

Lic#465817 Bonded • Insured

fortconstructionla.com

Advertise and reach
thousands of readers
at BeverlyPress.com
for only $8/M
impressions.
WE PUBLISH
LEGAL NOTICES!

Send inquiries to
karen@beverlypress.com

“Our People Our Places” magazine!

Crossword Puzzle by Myles Mellor
Across

1. V __ Victor
5. Make a new law
10. Criterion
14. Scrubbed
15. Macbeth character
16. Venom
17. Math statement
20. The land of milk and honey, according
to Exodus
21. Show
22. “___ Blue”
25. Office stations
26. Now Thailand
30. Technology used in car safety
33. Unprepared speech
35. Honda
36. Canadian province with red sand, for
short
39. Colorful language
42. Street of Nightmares
43. '”He’s ___ nowhere man ...”' (Beatles)
44. Tapir feature
45. Small bite
46. Rudiments
47. “The Faerie Queene” character
51. Arrow toter
54. Intonation
57. Dog bone's destiny, perhaps
62. Card
65. Computer operator
66. Engine driver

67. Brainchild
68. Pizarro’s conquest
69. Board game
70. Confused
Down

1. __biotic
2. Disseminates
3. Prince of opera
4. ___ care in the world
5. Before the due date
6. Compass point
7. Long time
8. Crescent point
9. Nicholas was the last one
10. In ___ parts
11. Allays tensions
12. Perform very poorly
13. Messages
18. Adult female bird
19. Sketches again
23. Dishes
24. Issue commands
26. Secure from harm
27. Worship object
28. Reuniongoer
29. Peace, in Russia
31. Alexander Hamilton, e.g.
32. Part of E.T.A.: Abbr.
34. Brazenly obvious
36. “No ___!”
37. Cabinet dept.

38. Followers: Suffix
40. Timeline time
41. ___ roll (winning)
47. Freeze over
48. Bring up
49. Trimmer
50. Stylish jacket of the '60s
52. Clinton rival once
53. Total
55. Truncheon

56. Trade agreement
58. Stir up
59. Prefix for China
60. Summer quaffs
61. Future atty.’s exam
63. Where Dover is: Abbr.
64. “___ a Rock” (1966 hit)
answers on page 22
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